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The study of quarks and their interactions through gluons has been an
active area of research since their discovery. For two decades the Relativis-
tic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at Brookhaven National Laboratory has been
dedicated to studying the interactions between quarks by producing nuclear
matter in an extremely dense and hot environment. It has been hypothesized
that colliding beams of atomic nuclei near the speed of light creates the hot
and dense environment in which all quarks in the nuclei de-confine to form
a short-lived state of matter called a Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP). Because
of the short lifetime of QGP, it is impossible to observe it directly and, the
only way to study such matter is through the final state particles. Two-
particle correlation, which is defined using Pearson’s normalized covariance, is
one of the techniques to study the early interactions via the final state parti-
cles. A broad survey has been made to study the two-particle correlations of
identified-charged hadrons (π±, K± and p±) in various ranges of momentum
vii
for the hadrons produced in
√
sNN = 200 GeV Au+Au collisions at the STAR
experiment at RHIC. A total of 2123 two-dimensional independent structures
made by correlation coefficients in relative angular space in (η, φ) for different
combinations of identified hadrons have been studied. Correlations between
any two identified particles contrasts to all-particle correlations giving an op-
portunity to study the contribution of each particle species in the hadroniza-
tion processes. As a new feature, same-side anti-correlations are observed in
both like-sign and unlike-sign pairs in certain yT bins and in certain identified
particles. A significant feature of the final state distribution of particles is
an azimuthal anisotropy which is defined as the second Fourier component;
the amplitude is proportional to parameter v2. We report the measure of
azimuthal anisotropy of identified hadrons for the first time and test for the
factorization used in conventional analysis. The data presented here consti-
tute a comprehensive measurement of the light-flavor, di-hadron density as
function of collision centrality, transverse momentum and 2D relative angles
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The quest for understanding the nature of the nuclear force has been
one of the central problems in physics. The strong force is one of the four fun-
damental forces in nature and it is responsible for binding quarks and gluons
together to form particles like neutrons and protons, which form the matter
around us. Quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is the modern theory of the
strong interaction. In the strong interaction, gluons are the force carriers
that mediate the interaction between quarks. QCD can be taken as an exten-
sion of quantum electrodynamics (QED) theory, which explains how the force
between electric charges is mediated by photons. However, QCD becomes
complicated because of the larger number of degrees of freedom involved in
it. In QED, there is only one kind of charge (called electric charge), whereas
QCD has three charges (called color-charges), commonly labelled as red, blue
and green, and their corresponding anti-colors. Also, unlike the QED medi-
ator photon, which is electrically neutral, the gluons can also carry the color
charges and therefore couple to each other producing non-linearities in the
theory.
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In QCD, there are 6 flavors of quarks called up(u), down(d), strange(s),
charm(c), bottom(b) and top(t), with u being the lightest and t being the heav-
iest. The two light quarks, u and d, play an important role in the formation of
matter because the other heavier quarks are unstable and quickly decay into
lighter quarks. In addition to electric charge, a quark of any of the six types
can carry any of the three colors. The quarks are allowed to have fractional
electric-charges (u, c and t carry +2
3
e, and d, s and b carry −1
3
e). The com-
bination of two or more quarks forms a hadron. The stability of a particle,
however, depends on if the particle thus formed is color neutral and in a color
singlet state. The particle made of two quarks is color neutral if the color of
one quark is the anti-color of another. In the case of a particle with three
quarks, each of the quarks should contain each of the three colors making the
particle colorless overall. The particles with 2 and 3 quarks are called mesons
and baryons respectively.
QCD is a conceptually simple theory but it is typically very compli-
cated to solve [14]. There are different approaches to solve it. Lattice QCD
is a computational approach to solving QCD. Improved computing facilities
have made it possible to get some key predictions of QCD. However, solving
the QCD Lagrangian is not easy. The second approach to solve the QCD
Lagrangian is to attempt to make simpler physical models which are easier
to solve and that approximately mimic nature. Such an approach has added
to some understanding in QCD. For example, PYTHIA [15] and HIJING [16]
models have been successful in jet studies and the associated particle produc-
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tion in high energy nuclear collisions. However, the modelistic approaches are
successful in describing only certain subsets of data; they fail to represent the
whole spectrum of nature. The results from the models have to confront with
the physical reality. The third approach is to conduct physical experiments
and measure important parameters. Experimental facilities such as STAR at
BNL are devoted to such experiments by colliding ions at relativistic speeds.
1.2 QGP
The behavior of QCD at high temperature is interesting because asymp-
totic freedom plays an important role in making the interaction coupling
weaker and making quarks and gluons approximately free [17]. Such a state
of matter in which quark and gluon degrees of freedom are mostly liberated is
called the Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP) [4]. The QGP can be well-described
using statistical mechanics as a free relativistic parton gas and the QCD La-
grangian of such a system can be solved using a perturbative approach called
perturbative QCD (pQCD). Present theoretical ideas provide a picture of the
QGP in which quarks and gluons are no longer confined within the dimensions
of the nucleon, but free to move around over a volume in which a high enough
energy density exists. It was hoped that such high energy density could be
achieved in nuclear collisions at relativistic energies. RHIC allows us to collide
ion beams at relativistic speeds in search for such a deconfined state of quarks
and gluons.
In heavy-ion collisions, if the energy is high, there will be an inelastic
3
interaction between the participating nuclei. At these energies, it is hypoth-
esized that the quarks and gluons are dissociated and a thermalized dense
medium (QGP) is formed. This medium will quickly expand and cool due to
a high pressure gradient between the medium and the external vacuum. As
the system cools down, the quarks and gluons recombine to form color-neutral
hadrons. This process is called hadronization. Therefore, if the QGP is cre-
ated, its state would have only a very transient existence [18]. Whether or
not the QGP is formed in the early stage of a collision, the collision system
eventually turns into hadrons that we observe in the detectors. Because of a
very short life time ( ∼ 10 fm/c), it is not possible to directly observe such
a short-lived phase; at best only indirect evidence can be obtained. Many
advanced analysis techniques are needed to study the interactions and the
medium in this early stage via the final state particles.
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Figure 1.1 A hypothesized illustration of the phase diagram of QCD matter
[2]. The white line shows the phase boundary. Orange star on top left indicates
Au+Au collisions at 200 GeV. The relativistic heavy-ion collisions provide a
unique environment to explore the phases of QCD matter at high temperature
and low baryon chemical potential.
The mission of the relativistic heavy-ion program is centered on search-
ing for the QGP, studying matter at extreme temperature and pressure, study-
ing QCD in these conditions, and perhaps getting some insight into the QCD
phase diagram (see Figure 1.1.) [19][20]. To achieve these goals, we study the
nuclear initial-state in previously unexplored regions of momentum transfer
(Q2) and momentum fraction of parton (x) where gluon densities are large
and effects of gluon saturation are possible, and we study the final state where
many body partonic interactions and collective modes are possible.
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1.3 Heavy-Ion Collisions
High energy heavy-ion collision have been studied since 1954 when
the BEVALAC experiment utilized the 6 GeV Bevatron accelerator at the
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory and the SuperHILAC linear accel-
erator facilities to collide various ions in fixed-target mode. Although the
energy of the projectile ions in the BEVALAC were not large enough to study
the QGP, observations from the BEVALAC were consistent with hydrody-
namic models of nucleon collective motion[21]. The Alternating Gradient Syn-
chrotron (AGS) was the next major experimental facility for studying heavy-
ion collisions [22]. It was built at the Brookhaven National Laboratory in 1960
and started operating at an energy of 28 GeV. The AGS has been continuously
operating since then. Before the RHIC program the highest-energy heavy-ion
fixed-target was the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) at CERN [23]. SPS
started operating in 1976 and continues operating today as the booster for
the Large Hadron Collider. The BEVALAC, AGS and SPS accelerators all
drove fixed-target high energy collision experiments but collision energy was
not sufficient to study the behavior of nuclear matter at very high energy.
The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) has been operating since
the summer of 2000 with the primary objective being to recreate and study the
ultra-hot and dense matter similar to that which may have existed right after
the Big Bang [24]. The RHIC has provided an opportunity to address a wide
range of questions related to the formation and evolution of this ultra-hot mat-
ter. By studying of collision data at different energies, the Solenoidal Tracker
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at RHIC (STAR) experiment has observed many of the proposed signatures of
formation of the QGP in heavy-ion collisions, but unambiguous interpretation
of the data is lacking. Nevertheless, data from the STAR experiment provides
valuable information for extending our understanding of QCD in hot dense
nuclear matter. RHIC has provided data from Au+Au collisions at center of
mass energies ranging from 7.7 to 200 GeV per nucleon-nucleon collision pair.
Other ion species including protons, He, Cu, U have also been collided.
1.3.1 Hydrodynamics
Conventionally, the QGP is described in terms of hydrodynamics but
has also been described as a stochastic many-body transport system [25][26].
In a hydrodynamic description of heavy-ion collisions, a large pressure is as-
sumed to arise early in the initial state of QGP and drives collective expansion
(flow). The system expands based on the pressure gradient; the pressure gra-
dient of the expanding system is based on the geometry of the system. The
collective motion of the particles in the system is determined by the geometry
of the collision. An illustration of formation of spatially-asymmetric interac-
tion volume after mid-central collision of two nuclei is shown in Figure 1.2. If
the overlap of the nuclei during the collision is asymmetric (in a non-central
collision the initial-state overlap is anisotropic), so will be the pressure gra-
dient resulting in the asymmetric final-state particle momentum distribution.
The anisotropy in the azimuthal distribution of the particles is described as
azimuthal anisotropy or elliptic flow. Because the initial-state anisotropy
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quickly decreases, the anisotropic flow is expected to probe the very early
state of the medium [27][3]. So the anisotropic flow is taken as an attractive
experimental observable throughout the heavy-ion community.
Figure 1.2 An illustration of formation of almond-shaped interaction vol-
ume after mid-central collision of two nuclei. Spatial anisotropy in the inter-
action volume with respect to reaction-plane (x-z plane) causes anisotropy in
momentum of produced particles [3].
To characterize the various patterns of anisotropic flow, a Fourier ex-
















where E is the energy of the particle, p is the momentum, pT is the
transverse momentum, φ is the azimuthal angle, y is the rapidity, Ψ is the
reaction plane angle [3] and vn are Fourier coefficients. The reaction plane
angle (Ψ) is the azimuthal angle of the impact parameter vector. In the context
of azimuthal correlations, which we will measure in this thesis, Equation 1.1












where Npair is the number of particle-pairs and, (pT i, pTj) are momenta
and φ∆ = φi−φj is relative azimuthal angle between arbitrary pairs of particles
i and j where i 6= j in general. Such pair construction will be discussed in
Chapter 3.
The Fourier components, which are functions of pT and y are given as
follows.
v2n(pT i, pTj) =< cos [n(φ∆)] >, (1.3)
where the angular brackets denote an average over the particles, summed
over all events, within the range of pT and y . For diagonal momentum bins
(i.e., when pT i = pTj), the vn can be obtained for a given pT by [30]
vn(pT ) =
√
v2n(pT , pT ), (1.4)
where n = 1, 2, 3, ... is index for different Fourier components.
In the heavy-ion community, the first three Fourier components, v1,
v2 and v3 are frequently discussed; v2 and 3 are conventionally referred as
elliptic flow and triangular flow, respectively.
Alternatively, the azimuthal anisotropy can be described as a mani-
festation of gluonic multipole radiation [32]. The QCD based approach has
successfully described v22 results for p+p and p+Pb collisions but has not suc-
cessfully accounted for v22 results in A+A collisions. Although, the physical
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interpretation of the azimuthal anisotropy varies among scholars, the Fourier
coefficients have been measured with good precision [32][27]. Among the co-
efficients, the second coefficient of the Fourier expansion, v2, has the largest
measured magnitude and is a subject of interest in this thesis.
Figure 1.3 shows the measured v2 of identified particles from STAR
and PHENIX experiments [4]. In this thesis, we will measure v22 for different
combinations of identified particles in different ranges of momenta using a 2-
dimensional fitting model of the 2D angular correlations. Therefore, we will
symbolize it as v22[2D] using the notation of Reference [5].
Figure 1.3 Measured v2 of identified particles for Au+Au at 200 GeV. The
results are compared with a hydrodynamic model [4].
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1.3.2 Angular Correlations
From the analysis of a wide range of data in different ranges of mo-
menta, it has been claimed that the QGP has been found [4]. Some of the main
evidences for the discovery of the QGP are the observation of jet suppression,
a very large amount of azimuthal anisotropy, and the very high temperature
inferred for the medium produced by the collisions. Comparison of anisotropy
data and hydrodynamic models have lead many in the high energy community
to claim that the new state of matter acts as a perfect fluid. However, some
dispute these claims [5] in favor of a more conventional QCD understanding
based on fragmentation, gluon radiation and interference. One of the most
common ways to study the initial-state of the medium is to use correlations
of final-state particles. Correlation measurements in angular and momentum
space are common.
Ideally, it would be useful to measure the many-body final-state den-
sity. However, it is challenging to analyze data to obtain accurate results
for more than two-particle correlations. Although the single particle distri-
bution provides essential information, it gives limited information about the
initial and final states. Correlations, for example, provide valuable information
about how conservation of momentum, flavor and baryon number affects the
final state. Similarly, correlation structure can differentiate between a thermal
distribution and fragmenting final state distributions. For example, correla-
tion structure due to thermal distribution produces quadrupole structure on
relative azimuth but final state distribution due to fragmenting soft gluons pro-
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duces Gaussian structure in relative pseudorapidity. Different components of
correlation structures are discussed in Chapter 6. The evolution of correlations
from the most-peripheral to the most-central collisions provides an essential
tool for understanding the dense gluonic initial state and the partonic medium
formed in heavy ion collisions.
Correlations are used to measure azimuthal anisotropy. The azimuthal
anisotropy seen in heavy-ion collisions is proposed as a signature of collective
process such as pressure driven hydrodynamic flow of the hot and dense nuclear
medium. However, similar correlations have been predicted in multi-gluon in-
terference models [33][34][35]. Further study is needed to differentiate these
contradictory interpretations of the correlations. The systematic measure-
ments of flavor dependent di-hadron correlations as a function of the collision
energy, collision centrality, colliding species (p+p, p+A, A+A) in the ranges
of momentum of final state particles provide essential information to enhance
understanding of the nuclear medium.
The UT Austin heavy-ion group in collaboration with other members
of STAR has been involved in correlation analysis since the first RHIC data in
2000. 2D angular correlations in relative azimuth and relative pseudorapidity,
developed and implemented by the UT group, has been instrumental in the
study of heavy-ion collision physics. In 2004, Aya Ishihara observed strong
medium modification of jet fragmentation (mini-jets) in central heavy-ion col-
lisions [36]. Michael Daugherity used charge independent correlations to study
the evolution of correlation structures with collision centrality in pT -integral
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data [1]. Many important discoveries such as the sudden increase in amplitude
and η-width correlation mini-jets were made. In 2013, Elizabeth Oldag stud-
ied non-identified particle correlations in various ranges of momentum [37]. It
was observed that back-to-back dijets fragment in the pT range 0.5-4.0 GeV/c
with no suppression. David Kettler [38] from the University of Washington
applied similar techniques of angular correlations to study quadrupole and jet-
like structures [38]. The results from the analysis have constrained theoretical
models based on hydrodynamics, pQCD jets and multi-gluon interference pro-
cesses.
Figure 1.4 Centrality evolution of angular correlations, ∆ρ√
ρref
, in (η∆, φ∆)
for Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV (top row) and
√
sNN = 62 GeV
(bottom row). The collision centrality increases left to right from the most
peripheral to the most central [5].
Figure 1.4 shows that there is a strong evolution of the correlation
structure as the centrality changes. The correlations were fitted with a 2-
dimensional 6-component (11-parameter) model. The details of the fitting
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parameters are also discussed in Chapter 3. In Figure 1.5, the evolution of
different fit parameters with centrality is given.
Figure 1.5 Centrality evolution of fit parameters for (η∆, φ∆) correlations
data from Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV (solid symbol) and
√
sNN =
62 GeV (open symbol). The centrality measure, ν, was computed at fixed
energy of 200 GeV. The same-side 2D Gaussian amplitudes are shown on the
top row. The amplitude of the dipole and quadrupole are shown in the bottom
left and middle panel respectively. In the bottom right panel, the ratio of
widths of the same-side 2D Gaussian are shown. The dashed line indicates the
estimation from Glauber linear superposition. The systematic uncertainties
are shown in the hatched region. Four of 11 centralities of this evolution are
shown in Figure 1.4. This figure was taken from Reference [5].
The detailed interpretation of the features in correlations are discussed
in References [1] and [37]. The structures in correlations were studied for
unidentified particles. The sharp transitions in the trends of parameter A1, ση∆
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and AD are especially noteworthy, where these parameters characterize the
amplitude and η-width of jet and di-jet related structures.
Many observed feature in the correlation structures of non-identified
particles are dominated by the features of the most abundant particles: pions.
Measurement of the 2D angular correlations as a function of momentum with
identified particles, (pion, kaon and proton) allow access to possible medium
effects on correlations induced by flavor and baryon number conservation. Im-
proved particle identification methods using both TPC and TOF information
allows correlation measurements for like-sign and unlike-sign combinations of
(π, π), (K,K), (p, p), (π,K), (π, p) and (K, p) in various ranges of momentum.
In this thesis, I will investigate the features of correlations of identified
particles in different ranges of momenta. I will investigate both the evolution
of correlations with centrality and with momentum. Such analysis gives us
an opportunity to study the soft and semi-hard physics contributed by each
identified particle, the flavor dependence, and meson-vs-baryon dependence
of the correlation structures. I will focus on investigating the evolution of
one of the components of correlations called the quadrupole (cos(2φ∆)) which
is proportional to v22 in the measurement of anisotropic “flow”(discussed in
the previous section). In Figure 1.5, the collision centrality evolution of the
quadrupole amplitude, AQ for unidentified particles is shown. The study of
the quadrupole is important because it has been predicted to be either a
manifestation of gluonic multipole radiation [32][5][39] or a manifestation of
hydrodynamic flow of the medium [27][4].
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The v2 scaling with the number of constituent quarks (nq) is one of
the often cited signals for the strongly interacting QGP and collective flow
in heavy-ion collisions. Those results are based on two-particle distributions
of (π,K, p) on azimuth where non-identified particles are used for event-plane
determination. The two particle correlation of identified particles enables mea-
surement of v2 and possible nq scaling without using an event-plane. These new
correlation data therefore enable independent tests of hydrodynamic model
predictions of azimuthal harmonics. Obtaining such information is one of the
primary goals of this thesis.
1.4 Outline
I will divide this thesis into seven chapters. In Chapter 2, the exper-
imental setup is discussed. Then I will describe the correlation formalism in
Chapter 3. In two short Chapters 4 and 5, pileup and particle identification are
discussed. Finally, two-particle correlations of identified particles in different
momentum ranges are presented in Chapter 6. Also, in this chapter I dis-
cuss important features in correlations including the evolution of quadrupole
amplitude with centrality in different ranges of momentum and provide tests
of the factorization assumption in analysis of v2. Finally, conclusions and





The pioneering research in nuclear physics laboratories has been possi-
ble by the combined support of the government funding agencies of the United
States and the international scientific community. Brookhaven National Lab-
oratory is one of 17 national laboratories dedicated to facilitating research in
science and technology. In this chapter we present information on the basics
of the facility and the detectors that are needed to collect heavy-ion collision
data that are used in this analysis.
2.2 RHIC
The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) is a nuclear physics facil-
ity situated at Brookhaven National Laboratory in Upton, New York (Long
Island). RHIC has been successfully operating since 2000. In the last 16
years, different types of collisions such as proton + proton, proton + gold,
copper + copper, gold + gold etc. have been investigated at various center
of mass energy ranging from 9-500 GeV per colliding nucleon pair in search
of the quark gluon plasma (QGP) and its characteristics. Utilizing a unique
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feature of polarized proton beams, RHIC has been successfully able to collide
polarized protons in the range of center of mass energy,
√
s = 62.4−500GeV 1,
to address additional aspects of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), such as
the gluon contribution to proton spin, as well as providing a crucial baseline
for heavy-ion measurements.
Figure 2.1 shows the layout of RHIC. RHIC is capable of storing and
accelerating both protons and heavy-ions. A brief description of key steps of
the operations for heavy-ion collisions is as follows [40][41][42]. The heavy-
ions are stepwise ionized as they are accelerated to RHIC injection energy, at
which point they are fully ionized. The Tandem Van de Graaff accelerates
negatively charged ions, for example Au−1, from a sputter source to about
1 MeV/nucleon. About half of the electrons are stripped off of the atom in
this step. The beam is then injected into the Booster. Here ions are further
stripped of electrons and accelerated further. In the case of gold-ions, the
acceleration reaches 100 MeV/nucleon and the beam is ionized to Au+77. The
beam is then transferred to the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS),
where the beam is accelerated to the RHIC injection kinetic energy of 8.6
GeV/nucleon. The final ionization of the ions occurs before the beam reaches
RHIC. The beam is then transferred to RHIC via the AGS-to-RHIC Beam
Transfer Line (ATR).
1s = (p1 + p2)
2, where s is called Mandelstam variable and p1 and p2 are four momenta
of incoming colliding particle pair. In relativistic limit,
√
s represents center of mass energy
of colliding particle pair.
√
sNN represents center of mass energy per nucleon pair(N -N).
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In RHIC, two counter rotating beams, one (Blue Ring) for clockwise and
the other (Yellow Ring) for counter-clockwise, accelerated, steered and focused
using RF (Radio Frequency) klystron and super-conducting magnets. The cir-
cumference of RHIC is 3.8km. The ion beams are accelerated to 100GeV/nu-
cleon (
√
sNN = 200GeV). Each beam consists of 60 to 120 bunches. A beam
luminosity of 2× 1026cm−2s−1 was achieved in 2000. There are six interaction
points, and focusing of the bunches is done via quadrupole electromagnetic
fields at these points [40]. Of the six interaction points, two of them house the
STAR and PHENIX experiments at the 6:00 and 8:00 o’clock positions of the
quasi-circular ring, respectively.
Figure 2.1 An overview of the RHIC facility. The STAR experiment is at
6 o’clock position of the RHIC ring. Source [6].
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2.3 Overview of STAR
Figure 2.2 An overview of upgraded STAR detector as of 2016.
Figure 2.2 shows a schematic diagram of STAR (Solenoidal Tracker at
RHIC). It is a cylindrical detector system of length and diameter about 8m
each. It is placed in such a way that ion-beams pass through its z-axis and
cross at the center of the detector. The vertical axis is y and the axis perpen-
dicular to yz plane is x in the STAR coordinate system. Like many other high
energy detectors [43][44], it is a detector system made up of many specialized
components shown in Figure 2.2. The main detector sub-systems are the Time
Projection Chamber (TPC), Time Of Flight (TOF) and the Electromagnetic
Calorimeter (EMC) together with a key part of triggering detectors called Zero
Degree Calorimeter (ZDC). The solenoid magnet wraps around the detector
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creating a magnetic field along the z-direction. The magnetic field along the z-
direction bends the trajectories of charged particles moving through the TPC
in the xy-plane. The curvature of the particle trajectories in the magnetic
field enables the measurement of a particle’s momentum. The field strength
of the magnet can be set from 0.25T to 0.5T and reversible direction along z.
The ZDC together with some parts of TOF trigger the collision event. The
TPC is the main tracking detector. It is capable of measuring the momentum
of charged particles, pT ≥ 0.1 GeV/c within pseudo-rapidity2, |η| ≤ 1.8, with
complete coverage in azimuth3, 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π.
Identification of particles is possible via a measurement of the rate of
energy loss of the particles, dE
dx
, through the TPC detector. The energy loss
mechanism is described in Section 2.5. Starting time of the particle track at
the pseudo vertex is measured using upgraded pseudo Vertex Position Detec-
tor (upVPD). Together with the VPD, the TOF detector measures the time of
flight from the VPD to the TOF detector itself. Using the particle momentum
information from the TPC and the distance between the VPD and TOF detec-
tors together with the time of flight, the mass of the particle can be obtained.
Thus, the TOF detector offers another approach of particle identification via
determination of the mass of the particles. The particle identification method
can be improved to achieve higher efficiency and purity using both dE
dx
infor-
mation from the TPC and β−1 (as a function of time)4 from TOF detector.
2The pseudo-rapidity, η, is defined and discussed in Chapter 3 in detail.
3The η acceptance is quoted with respect to center of cylinder, (x, y, z)=(0,0,0).
4The β−1 is defined in Chapter 5.
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Figure 2.3 A schematic diagram of STAR detector. The TOF detector (not
shown in diagram) is just outside of TPC. The yellow (counter-clock-wise) and
blue (clock-wise) beams along the z-axis cross at the center of TPC. Source:
[7]
This thesis adopts the improved method for particle identification using both
TPC and TOF. We have identified particles up to pT ≤ 3.2GeV with efficiency
and purity of more than 80% for both. The particle identification method
is described in Chapter 5. Another important detector, the Electromagnetic
Calorimeter (EMC), allows fast detection of high energy photons and elec-
trons. The EMC is divided into two components; the Barrel EMC (BEMC)
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which has an acceptance of |η| < 1, and the Endcap EMC (EEMC) which
covers 1 < η < 2.
2.4 Trigger
The collision rate at RHIC is thousands of times more than the rate at
which the Data Acquisition system (DAQ) can process and store information
from the collision events. For example, the beam-beam interaction rate in
2004 was 10 MHz, while slow detectors such as the TPC could only process
information at rates of 100 Hz. Even after upgrades (eg, decommissioning of
one of the trigger detectors, the Central Trigger Barrel (CTB), and installing
TOF), STAR can currently record events at a rate of just about 500 Hz [45][46].
Therefore, certain criteria are needed to select the events that have the poten-
tial for meaningful physics. A trigger is a set of criteria used to accept or reject
an event during data collection. The triggers are categorized into levels (L0
through L3) based primarily on the speed of execution. Trigger L0 receives
information from the ZDCs and the EMC for every bunch crossing. The ZDC
sum and the z-position as well as EMC information on high energy hits are
available on this level. If the interaction passes the event selection criteria, a
trigger is issued to the slow detectors (L1 trigger). L1 and L2 will then carry
out further processing, and work with the larger time constraints of 100µs and
5ms respectively. For a minimum bias trigger, both L1 and L2 levels are not
required. However, L1 and L2 are important for other triggers such as the
γ-trigger. Beyond L2, the DAQ system is responsible for the collection of data
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from all detectors. Before this information is transferred to a hard disk and/or
data tape, L3 can be used for further event selection with information from
all the STAR detectors available.
2.5 Time Projection Chamber
Figure 2.4 The STAR TPC which surrounds a beam-beam interaction re-
gion at RHIC. The beam-beam collisions take place near the center of the
TPC
.
Figure 2.4 shows the STAR TPC: one of the most important detector
subsystems in STAR. The details of the STAR TPC subsystem are presented
in [8]. It consists of an 4.2 m long cylindrical volume with the cross section
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of an annulus with an inner radius of 50 cm and an outer radius of 200 cm.
It is filled with P10 gas (10% methane, 90% argon). The central membrane
is held at about 28 kV and separates the chamber into two halves, east and
west, with uniform, opposite electric fields toward the anodes at the endcaps.
Because of the potential, the electrons drift to the opposite ends in an electric
field of 135 V/cm. When the chamber is held at 2 mbar above atmospheric
pressure, P10 sustains a high, stable drift velocity of 5.45 cm/µs for electrons.
Common electron absorbers that can exist in the TPC volume are water and
oxygen, which is kept at less than 10 ppm and 100 ppm, respectively.
Figure 2.5 One full sector of the anode pad plane. The inner sub-sector
is on the right (1 through 13 pads) and he outer sub-sector is on the left (1
through 144) [8].
.
Drifting electrons are measured in the endcap readout using Multi-Wire
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Proportional Chambers (MWPC) with readout pads. There are 136,608 such
pads in the detector. A diagram of a single TPC sector is given in Figure 2.5.
Drifting electrons induce an avalanche when they approach the thin anode
wires. The number of avalanche electrons is proportional to the number of
drift electrons, where the ratio is referred to as the gain, and for the inner and
outer sectors this gain is approximately 3770 and 1230, respectively. Image
charge is spread over several adjacent pads, allowing for accurate reconstruc-
tion of the original track position to within a small fraction of a pad width.
The reconstruction is described as follows. The positive ions created in this
process induce an image charge on the cathode pads. The charge is digitized
to give an ADC value for every pad. Each endcap is arranged into 12 sectors
with each sector containing 45 rows of pads, which indicate the xy-position
of the elements of a track. The pad dimensions are chosen so that a drifting
charge cloud will typically deposit charge over 3 pads in a row, and this config-
uration leads to optimal position resolution. If a Gaussian is used to determine
the centroid of cluster, the uncertainty represented by the Gaussian width is
typically 20% narrower than the pad width. The xy-position of the cluster is
thus determined by the radial distance of the pad row and the centroid from
the Gaussian fit. The arrival time of the drifting element is used to deduce
the z-position, as the drift velocity and the time of the collision are recorded.
As the signal from a drifting element of charge will often cover several time
intervals due to diffusion, a weighted average is taken (weights will depend
on signal strength in the time interval), and the extracted mean is used to
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determine the z position of the element. The recorded xyz-position is thus
known as a “hit”. In total, around 70 million pixels are available in order to
take a 3D picture of the charged particles emerging from an event.
The anode field wires are supported by a ground grid plane in order to
terminate the field in the avalanche region and provide additional shielding for
the pads. This ground grid is located 2 mm from the inner sub-sector and 4 mm
from the outer sub-sector. There is also a gating grid, 6 mm from the ground
grid, which acts as a shutter to control the entry of electrons from the TPC
drift volume to the anode planes. It can be made transparent to electrons while
events are being recorded and block them otherwise. The solenoidal magnet
coils around STAR carry up to 4500 A of current and consume 3.5 MW of
power to produce a maximum field strength of 0.5 T in both forward and
reverse directions. The tracks of the drifting charged particles in the electric
field curve because of the static magnetic field. The particle track curvature
is measured using reconstructed track information. Using the curvature, the
momentum of the particle, one of the most important variables, is determined
using equation 2.1.
pT = 0.3BRq(GeV/c), (2.1)
where B is the magnitude of the magnetic field (in T ), R the radius of curvature
(in m), and q is the charge of the particle (in electron charge unit).
The other important information that is extracted from the TPC is ion-
ization energy loss per unit length (dE/dx) of charged particles. As a charged
particle ionizes the TPC gas, it will lose energy, which is then transferred to
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the liberated electrons that drift toward the anode pads. The intensity of the
readout signal is related to the energy loss of the passing particle. For a given
cluster, the energy loss per unit length (dE/dx) is measured by associating
the sum of the drift electrons with the energy loss, and dividing this by the
track path-length across the sensitive pad length. Using the Bichsel function,
an extension of the Bethe-Bloch formula, which shows expected dE/dx as a
function of velocity, the velocity of the particle is calculated. Finally, the mass
of the particle is obtained from the velocity and the momentum. Therefore,
dE/dx serves as a variable to identify particles (see Chapter 5).
2.6 Time of Flight
The TOF detector was an upgrade STAR fully installed in 2010. As its
name suggests, TOF measures the time of flight of a charged particle starting
from the collision vertex as it traverses the TPC and hits the TOF detector
itself. The main objective of the detector was to improve the particle identifi-
cation (PID) capability of STAR by increasing timing resolution to 100 ps and
by providing another measurement to identify particles. The main compo-
nent of the detector is based on recently developed Multi-gap Resistive Plate
Chamber (MRPC) technology.
The TOF system consists of two sub-systems: the upgraded pseudo
Vertex Position Detector (upVPD) and the TOF detector itself. The upVPD
detector is designed to measure the collision time of an event with a resolution
of 10-20 ps. The upVPDs are placed around the beam pipe and are located
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at z = ±5.7 m away from the center covering 4.24 < |η| < 5.1 of STAR. It is
schematically shown in Figure 2.6. The upVPD has 19 photomultiplier (PMT)
detectors in both the east and west side. In the collisions, large numbers of
very forward, very high energy, photons are produced which travel away from
the collision vertex and effectively serve as a signal for the PMTs [47]. In
the TOF system, the upVPD measures the start time (tstart) of the charged
particle as it moves out toward other detectors. The TOF detector measures
the end time (tend) enabling us to measure the time of flight (tend − tstart).
Figure 2.6 Schematics diagram of the TOF system: 120 TOF trays and
upVPDs on east and west side of beam pipe.
Figure 2.6 shows a schematic view of TOF detector system. The TOF
detector is a barrel detector made of 120 trays surrounding the TPC covering
|n| ≤ 0.9 and 2π in azimuth. Each tray measures 241.3 cm in length ×
21.3 cm in width × 8.5 cm in height. A single tray is made of 32 Multigap
Resistive Plate Chamber (MRPC) modules with dimensions 9.4 cm × 21 cm.
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Side views of a MRPC module are shown in Figure 2.7. Five layers of 0.54
mm thick glass plates are surrounded by two outer 1.1 mm thick glass layers,
a graphite electrode, six copper pads, a PC board and structural honeycomb
material. A high voltage of 7000V is applied to the electrodes which generate
an electric field at each gap between the plates. The trays are completely
shielded and are filled with 90% tetra-fluoro-ethane (C2H2F4), 5% iso-Butane
and 5% SF6 gas. When a charged particle passes through a given MRPC, it
ionizes the gas and the strong electric field generates avalanches in each glass-
glass gap. The signal induced in the pads is the sum of the signals from each
avalanche [9].
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Figure 2.7 Side views of MRPC structure (not in scale) : top and bottom





This thesis is based on the Minimum Bias Au+Au collision data for
center of mass energy 200 GeV per nucleon pair collected by the STAR exper-
iment during RHIC runs in 2010 and 20111. The results from the 2001 and
2004 Au+Au data at the same center of mass energy are frequently considered
as a benchmark for comparison with data from later runs of the results be-
cause of lower pileup and less detector material near the collision vertex. The
data include some artificial effects due to limits in hardware and reconstruc-
tion algorithms. In this chapter, event-wise, track-wise and pair-wise data
selection processes with the objective of reducing the experimental and detec-
tor artifacts in the current study are discussed. The data selection cuts are
applied before constructing two-particle correlations. In this chapter different
parameters required to define the correlation measure are discussed.
1 RHIC runs in 2001, 2004, 2010 and 2011 are also called Run2, Run4, Run10 and Run11
respectively. Note: The second RHIC run was in 2001.
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3.2 Coordinate System
A cylindrical coordinate system is favorable for the geometry of the
STAR detector [8]. Collisions between the ion beams take place near the
center of the longitudinal axis (z-axis) of STAR. The particles produced after
a collision are scattered in all possible directions. The detectors in STAR are
configured such that particle trajectories pass through multiple subsystems.
The detectors provide data used to measure properties of the particles such
as momentum, energy, charge and speed of the particles. The direction of the
colliding beams defines the z−axis, the vertical upward direction defines the
y−axis and the axis perpendicular to the yz−plane is the x−axis. Azimuthal
(φ) and inclination (θ) angles are defined using components of momentum in













where φ covers entire azimuth from 0 to 2π and θ extends form 0 to π and






Rapidity and pseudorapidity are frequently used variables in high-
energy physics. The longitudinal rapidity of a particle is a function of energy
(E) and the z-component of momentum (pz) of the particle.
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In the ultra-relativistic limit, the energy of the particle is much larger
than its rest mass (i.e., E >> m) and hence the mass can be neglected. In
such a limit, the rapidity is approximately equal to pseudorapidity (η), given
by
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where pz = p cos(θ) and p is the momentum magnitude. The magnitude of η
changes from 0 to ±∞ as θ changes from π/2 to 0 or π.
Throughout this thesis correlations are measured in angular difference
coordinates defined as:
φ∆ ≡ φ1 − φ2
η∆ ≡ η1 − η2,
(3.5)
where subscripts 1 and 2 are particle labels. The commonly used difference
symbols such as ∆η,∆φ are reserved for a different type of pair difference or




A minimum-bias (MB) trigger is a least-constrained trigger for which
a nuclear interaction occurs. The minimum-bias trigger requires a coincidence
between the two ZDC detectors on the East and West side of STAR [48]. The
photo-multiplier tubes (PMTs) attached to the detectors measure the intensity
of neutral particles (i.e. neutrons and photons) moving in the z-direction.
One of the required conditions for the minimum-bias trigger is that the sum of
signals from the East and West detectors should exceed the signal from a single
neutron peak [48]. The other condition based on the timing difference, is that
the collision should take place near the center of the detector. In the present
analysis, the collision vertex position requirement is fixed to be |Vz| < 25cm
relative to the geometrical center of the STAR TPC2 .
Throughout the run period the detailed trigger conditions are changed.
The trigger IDs are provided for different conditions. In this thesis, the triggers
260001, 260011, 260021 and 260031 for Run10 and 350023, 350033 and 350043
for Run11 are included.
About 50M events collected using both forward and reverse full mag-
netic field of 0.5T in Run11 are used to produce identified particle correlations
for different momentum ranges presented in Chapter 6.
2The distribution of collision vertex position is approximately Gaussian centered at ∼0
with RMS value of ∼13cm.
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3.3.2 Pileup
Pileup refers to a contamination of the tracks from untriggered event(s)
with those from the triggered event. Pileup can produce false correlation re-
sults. In correlations, event pileup contributes to enhanced angular correla-
tions in large relative pseudorapidity η∆ regions. As a result, a characteristic
W shape is produced in the correlation structure [5]. In Chapter 4, the pileup
in the Run10 and Run11 data and the correction procedure used is discussed
in detail.
3.4 Track Selection
In a minimum-bias trigger, we tend to apply the lowest possible schemes
of data reduction. However, because of kinetic acceptance restrictions, we must
reject certain tracks. For example, for a given full magnetic field of 0.5T, a
track having pT < 0.15 GeV/c curls before generating a sufficient number of
hit points for the reconstruction algorithm to obtain a good fit to the track.
Similarly, a track having |η| > 1 doesn’t generate enough points in the TPC.
A minimal set of track selection cuts are listed in Table 3.1.
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Variable Range Remarks
pT (0.15, 50) GeV/c Only a small fraction
of tracks are rejected
η (-1,1) Covers largest acceptance of TPC
φ (0,2π) The range covers entire azimuth
Charge -1 and 1 Only positive and negative tracks
NFitPoints (15,50) Fewer number of fit points
doesn’t give good track fit
GlobalDCA (0,3.0) cm Distance of closest approach
of global tracks to vertex
χ2 per degree of freedom (0,3.0) Error in fitting tracks
NSigmaElectron (-1.5,1.5) Remove electron using
the range of energy loss dE/dx
Table 3.1 A complete list of track quality cut.
3.4.1 Particle Pair Selection
In the correlation studies, improper selection of track pairs causes either
enhancement or reduction in the correlations. Therefore, besides requiring
certain quality in single tracks, we also require quality in pairs of tracks. Track




When two tracks are too close to each other within the TPC, the track
reconstruction algorithm could potentially fit them as a single track. Such a
situation is called track merging and results in a suppression in the number of
track pairs at small η∆ and φ∆.
Crossing
The trajectories of oppositely charged particles are curved in a mag-
netic field in opposite directions. When two tracks cross each other at close
separation distance in the TPC, the reconstruction algorithm may reconstruct
them into up to four tracks. That is, two tracks are split into four tracks.
However, because the split tracks are short, the track quality cut rejects them.
This could further suppress the overall number of track pairs.
Merging and crossing issues were observed and addressed in analysis
of Run2/4 data [1][37]. The implemented solution for the merging was to
reject pairs of tracks that are closer than a certain minimum longitudinal
distance. Similarly, the solution for the crossing issue was to reject pairs of
tracks that are curved in opposite directions and are likely to cross before
they reach the outer field cage of the TPC. Pairs of tracks having longitudinal
(drift direction in TPC gas) separation < 5 cm were rejected in the Run4
data. However, the Run4 set of cuts were not sufficient for identified particles
in Run10/11. Because of the pair loss in sibling events due to merging and
crossing, the correlation at small (η∆, φ∆) falls sharply, making a gash-like
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structure. Furthermore, artifacts introduced by track merging and crossing
for different momentum ranges were different. An example of the artifact for
one range of momentum in Run4 and Run11 is shown in Figure 3.1. The
cuts for Run11 were extended to 10 cm to remove the artifact in correlations
introduced, particularly, by crossing of tracks. Besides extending longitudinal
separation cuts, the tracks were required to have TOF hits. The tracks hitting
the TOF are less likely to cross in the TPC. However, this requirement was






















































Figure 3.1 Angular correlation for Au+Au at
√
sNN = 200 GeV. In the left
panel, correlations of all particles in centrality 9 in yT1(2.0, 2.5)− yT2(1.0, 1.5)
(yT is transverse rapidity, see Section 3.7) range for Run4 data are shown.
Similarly, in the right panel correlations of all particles in same centrality
and similar yT range for Run11 data is shown. The gash like structure near
(η∆, φ∆)→ 0 is sharper and deeper in the Run11 data.
Track crossing is a function of charge, opening angle (angle at the col-
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lision vertex) and momentum (pT ) of the two tracks. The smaller the opening
angle, the greater the chance that the tracks will cross. Similarly, tracks hav-
ing smaller momentum bend more in the magnetic field making it more likely
to cross to other tracks. Three examples of track crossing are shown in Figure
3.2(b), (d) and (f). On the top and middle rows, crossing of the negative and
positive charged tracks are shown, respectively. In the bottom row of Figure
3.2, crossing of oppositely charged tracks is shown.
Charge pair Opening Angle Transvers Rapidity
(1, 2) (φ1 − φ2) (yT1 − yT2)
−,+ φ1 − φ2 > 0
φ1 − φ2 < −π/2
+,− φ1 − φ2 < 0
φ1 − φ2 > π/2
+,+ φ1 − φ2 < 0 yT1 − yT2 < 0
φ1 − φ2 > 0 yT1 − yT2 > 0
φ1 − φ2 < −π/4
φ1 − φ2 > π/4
−,− φ1 − φ2 > 0 yT1 − yT2 < 0
φ1 − φ2 < 0 yT1 − yT2 > 0
φ1 − φ2 < −π/4
φ1 − φ2 > π/4
Table 3.2 A complete list of conditions to accept track pairs. The charge of
the track pairs are listed in the first column. If all conditions are met on one
or more rows for a given charge pair, then the pair is accepted. Note: these
are not pair cut conditions but are acceptance criteria.
In the analysis of Run11, the conditions for the acceptance of a track
pair are presented in Table 3.2. If the charged track pair meets the condition
in either of the rows, the pair is accepted. In addition to the conditions in
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(a) (−,−), pT2 > pT1, φ1 − φ2 > 0 (b) (−,−), pT2 < pT1, φ1 − φ2 > 0
(c) (+,+), pT2 > pT1, φ1 − φ2 < 0 (d) (+,+), pT2 < pT1, φ1 − φ2 < 0
(e) Opposite charges, |φ1 − φ2| > π/2 (f) Opposite charges, |φ1 − φ2| < π/2
Figure 3.2 Track crossing cartoons showing transverse views of tracks in
the TPC in full magnetic field. The panels show the distinction between track
crossing for negative charges (top), positive charge (middle), and for opposite
signed charges (bottom).
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Table 3.2, longitudinal separation of > 10 cm between track pairs is required.
3.4.2 Pair Weighting
The distribution of particle pair density on η∆ is not uniform. It mono-
tonically falls from a maximum value at η∆ = 0 to minimum value at η∆ = ±2.
That is, η∆ has a triangular shape. Therefore, the number of track pairs hav-
ing differences in η∆ → 0 is higher than the pairs having differences η∆ → ±2.
A weight factor is chosen to correct the pair acceptance. Pair weighting is
described in detail in [1].






where η∆,max = 2 is set for correlations in this thesis. The ‘triangular ac-
ceptance’ cancels in the angular correlation. Therefore, the weight factor is
not applied in the angular correlation measure. However, the weight factor
is applied to each pair binned in momentum space while calculating (yT , yT )
correlations.
3.5 Centrality
All heavy-ion collisions are not head-on. The centrality of a collision
event refers to the degree of overlap between the nuclei during a collision. A
head-on collision with an impact parameter (b) of 0 has the highest degree
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of overlap and is called the most central event. Similarly, a collision with
largest impact parameter is called a peripheral event. In Figure 3.3 a cartoon
of the collision geometry for a mid-central collision is shown. In the analysis
of Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV, we have divided centrality into 11
classes, centrality 10 being the most central and 0 being the most peripheral.
Figure 3.3 An illustration of a heavy-ion collision with an impact parameter
of b. On the left, two heavy-ions are approaching to collide. On the right, just
after the collision, spectator nucleons are shown to be unaffected from the
participant nucleons [10].
3.5.1 Definition
Since the impact parameter of a nuclear collision cannot be directly
measured, the centrality is inferred from the particle multiplicity measured
after the collision. The multiplicity is the number of reconstructed particle
tracks in a collision where the track quality cuts in Table 3.1 are imposed
before making the multiplicity measure. This multiplicity measure includes
detector inefficiencies. The efficiency-corrected centrality classes were defined
for Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV [1]. Table 3.3 shows the centrality
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Centrality Raw Corrected Multiplicity
Number Centrality(%) Centrality (%) Ranges
0 90-100 84-93 2-15
1 80-90 74-84 15-35
2 70-80 64-74 35-68
3 60-70 55-64 68-117
4 50-60 46-55 117-187
5 40-50 38-46 187-281
6 30-40 28-38 281-401
7 20-30 18-28 401-551
8 10-20 9-18 551-739
9 5-10 5-9 739-852
10 0-5 0-5 739-2000
Table 3.3 Mapping of multiplicity classes to centrality classes and central-
ity numbers [1]. The raw multiplicity cuts are defined to achieve the same
centrality fractions in each centrality.
classes used for Au+Au collisions in the Run4 data at
√
sNN = 200 GeV.
3.5.2 Centrality in Runs 2010 and 2011
Figure 3.4 shows the multiplicity frequency distributions for the Run4,
Run10 and Run11 data. The distributions at low and high multiplicities are
significantly different. Although the collision energies in Run10 and Run11
are sane as in Run4, the trigger, vertex finding and tracking inefficiencies in
the various runs are different. Therefore, the centrality classes are different in
different runs. However, a similar efficiency correcting method and centrality






























Figure 3.4 Multiplicity frequency distribution of run 2004, 2010 and 2011
data. The differences in the distributions are significant at low and high mul-
tiplicity (Nch).
The centrality percentages in Run10 and Run11 are determined using
the efficiency-corrected multiplicity distributions for Run4. In summary, Run4
real data is matched to simulated data. Using efficiency corrected multiplic-
ities in the STAR spectra paper, multiplicities for centralities in Run4 were
estimated. Then Run10 and 11 multiplicity distributions are matched to Run4,
and the multiplicity bins for all centralities in each run were estimated based
on Run4 multiplicities. A general method of determining centrality involves
an iterative process as described in the steps below:
1. Plot the raw multiplicity distribution of both real data and simulated
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data obtained using Monte Carlo Glauber (MCG) method on N
1/4
ch,raw.
The distribution is approximately a flat distribution with sharp falling
edges at the ends [5]. In Figure 3.5 the multiplicity from the MCG model
and from the Run4 and Run10 data are shown.
2. Next, extrapolate the data trend in the approximately flat region to lower
multiplicity. Find the intersection point between the extrapolated trend
and a line parallel to MCG at the lower edge. Use the intersection point
as a lower maximum point and decide the lower half-max (N
1/4
ch,raw,LHM)
point. This provides the first iterative estimate of the lower end-point
corrected for trigger and vertex inefficiency. In Figure 3.5, bold and
slightly slanted horizontal line represents the extrapolation of the Run4
data. Similarly, in the same figure, the bold and slightly slanted vertical
line is drawn parallel to the lower edge of the MCG model.
3. The STAR spectra paper [49] provides efficiency corrected multiplicities,
dNch,corrected
dη
, in centrality ranges 0-5%, 5-10%, 10-20%, ..., 70-80%. Next,
subdivide the extrapolated data distribution into those centrality ranges
and calculate the mean multiplicity < Nch,raw > in each range from
0-5% to 70-80%. Then, using the corrected multiplicities provided in




using the multiplicity dependent tracking efficiency
equation, Equation 3.7, determined from previous studies of efficiency
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4. Use the raw multiplicity, Nch,raw, derived from Equation 3.7, and Equa-





Extrapolate the corrected distribution to obtain the lower half-max (N
1/4
ch,corrected,LHM)










































5. Repeat the procedures in steps 2 through 4 by adjusting the estimated
lower half-max end-point until the corrected lower half-max end-point
Nch,corrected,LHM obtained in step 4 equals the true value.
The true half-max point is obtained by convoluting the non-singly diffrac-
tive minimum-bias p+p event frequency distribution with the A+A nu-
cleon participant distribution obtained from MCG simulation. The track-
ing efficiency correction parameters, for Run 2004, are estimated as
α = 0.000203 and β = 0.819 for η-acceptance (∆η) = 2 (source: L.
Ray private communication).
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Figure 3.5 Unit normal frequency distributions of Run 2004 and 2010 data
and MCG on N
1/4
ch,corrected,. The bold and slightly slanted horizontal line rep-
resents the extrapolation of the Run4 data. Similarly, the bold and slightly
slanted vertical line is drawn parallel to the lower edge of the MCG model.
The rectangular dot on the extrapolated slanted line in left of the graph cor-
responds to the lower half-max point (source: L. Ray private communication).
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6. Next, fit the corrected frequency distribution using MCG. The adjustable
parameter is the hard scattering parameter x in the Kharzeev-Nardi two
component multiplicity model [51].
7. Finally, estimate the final centrality bins to the corrected data.
This general procedure which was applied to Run4, was applied to the
Run10 and 11 data. Before applying the steps to calculate the centrality
bins a minimum number of cuts are applied to produce the raw centrality
distribution. Specifically, the track cuts listed in Table 3.1 were applied. To
calculate the efficiency-corrected centrality bins in Run10 and Run11 data, the
following procedure was used:
1. As a first step, apply tracking efficiency correction to Run 2010 raw











where the parameters α and β correct the Run 2010 raw data to a ‘new’
set of data that matches to Run4 raw data. Also, Nch,raw,2004,new ≈
Nch,raw,2004.
















































3. Use the Run4 efficiency correction to convert the Run10 raw distribution










where αcorrected = 0.000203 and βcorrected = 0.819, as discussed in the






























































































where the subscript ‘corr’ means corrected.

















5. Finally, using the cuts in multiplicities and sub-multiplicity bins from M.
Daugherity’s thesis [1] (also shown in Table 3.5) find the cuts for Run
2010 centrality using Equation 3.9 and round off to the nearest integer.
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6. Apply the same procedure to the Run11 data.
Figures 3.6 and 3.7, show how the distributions were matched. In Table
3.4 the value of parameters αcorr and βcorr for both Run10 and 11 are listed.
In Table 3.5 all the multiplicity and sub-multiplicity cuts for all centralities




Table 3.4 Efficiency correction parameters, αcorr and βcorr in Expressions
3.12 and 3.13.
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Mult Cent Raw Corrected Mult Mult Mult
Number Number Cent (%) Cent (%) (Run 2004) (Run 2010) (Run 2011)
21 10 0-5 0-5 >1002 >900 >973
20 952-1002 855-900 925-973
19 902-952 811-855 877-925
18 852-902 767-811 829-877
17 9 5-10 5-9 796-852 717-767 775-829
16 739-796 666-717 720-775
15 8 10-20 9-18 676-739 610-666 659-720
14 614-676 554-610 598-659
13 551-614 498-554 537-598
12 7 20-30 18-28 501-551 453-498 489-537
11 451-501 408-453 440-489
10 401-451 363-408 392-440
9 6 30-40 28-38 341-401 309-363 333-392
8 281-341 255-309 275-333
7 5 40-50 38-46 234-281 212-255 229-275
6 187-234 170-212 183-229
5 4 50-60 46-55 152-187 138-170 149-183
4 117-152 106-138 115-149
3 3 60-70 55-64 68-117 62-106 67-115
2 2 70-80 64-74 35-68 32-62 34-67
1 1 80-90 74-84 15-35 14-32 15-34
0 0 90-100 84-93 2-15 2-14 2-15
Table 3.5 Mapping of Mult(multiplicity) classes to Cent(centrality) classes
for run 2004, 2010 and 2011. There are 22 multiplicity classes and 11 central-
ity classes. For example, for Run 2011, multiplicity 3 has 67 ≤ Nch < 115.
Different multiplicity sub-classes having ∆Nch ∼ 50 are combined make a cen-
trality class e.g. multiplicity classes 18, 19, 20, and 21 are combined together
to make a centrality class 10.
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Figure 3.6 Multiplicity distributions of Run4, 10 and 11 data.
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Figure 3.7 Multiplicity distributions of Run4, 10 and 11 data.
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3.6 Particle Identification
The main objective of this thesis is to measure the angular correlations
for pairs of identified particles. Therefore, particle identification was one of the
important steps in this analysis. The charge particle tracks were identified as
π−, π+, K−, K+, p̄ and p in the transverse momentum range of 0.15 < pT < 3.2
GeV/c. Particle identification is achieved using a 2-dimensional distribution
of measures obtained from both TOF and TPC. The details of particle iden-
tification are given in Chapter 5.
3.7 Momentum Ranges
The angular correlations in different ranges of momentum are signif-
icantly different. Therefore, ranges of momentum are constructed and the
correlations of identified particles in each range of momentum was measured.
The momentum distribution of particles (dNch
dpT
) is such that the distribution
peaks around 1 GeV/c and falls off quickly with an exponentially decreasing
tail. A construction of momentum ranges of uniform width was not optimum
in terms of statistics. Therefore, we transform the transverse momentum (pT )
to a quantity called transverse rapidity (yT ) which is a logarithmic measure
of pT . yT is an optimum coordinate for studying fragmentation distributions
transverse to the beam direction as in jet analysis [52]. It also gives a better
visual access to the correlation structure at both low and high momentum.
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yT is a mass dependent measure. Therefore, different particles have
different ranges of yT . Table 3.6 summarizes the lower and upper values of yT
for corresponding pT values.
Hadrons Lower pT (GeV/c) Lower yT Upper pT (GeV/c) Upper yT
π+, π− 0.15 0.93 3.15 3.81
K+, K− 0.15 0.29 3.15 2.55
p, p̄ 0.15 0.16 3.15 1.92
Table 3.6 Lower and upper values of pT and yT for different particle type.
Because of the mass dependance of yT , the yT ranges vary.
To make an extensive survey of the momentum dependence of angular
correlations of identified particles, the momentum space for each identified
particle was divided into sub-spaces called “cut bins” as shown in Table 3.7.
The size of the cut bin was chosen such that there were enough particle-
pair statistics in each cut bin and that the correlations in each cut bin could
be compared with previous studies for unidentified particles [37]. Because
of different lower and upper bounds of yT for different particles, a slightly
different sub-binning for different particles was selected.
Then, for each particle-pair, a unique cut bin was chosen according to
the values of yT in the ordered pair (yT1, yT2). The pair correlation in each cut
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Hadrons Bin 0 Bin 1 Bin 2 Bin 3 Bin 4
π+, π− 1.0-1.5 1.5-2.0 2.0-2.5 2.5-3.0 3.0-3.8
K+, K− 0.0-1.0 1.0-1.5 1.5-2.0 2.0-2.5
p, p̄ 0.0-1.0 1.0-1.5 1.5-2.0
Table 3.7 Ranges of yT sub-bins for different particle types. There are 5
sub-bins in π+ and π−, 4 sub-bins in K+ and K− and 3 sub-bins in p and p̄.
ππ
(3.0, 3.8) 20 21 22 23 24
(2.5, 3.0) 15 16 17 18 19
(2.0, 2.5) 10 11 12 13 14
(1.5, 2.0) 5 6 7 8 9
(1.0, 1.5) 0 1 2 3 4
↑ yT2 yT1 → (1.0, 1.5) (1.5, 2.0) (2.0, 2.5) (2.5, 3.0) (3.0, 3.8)
Table 3.8 Choice of cut bin IDs for (yT1, yT2) pairs. There are 25 unique
IDs for a charge combination (e.g ++, +−, −+ or −−) of ππ pairs.
bin were constructed. For 3 identified particle types (π, K, and p ), 4 kinds of
charged-particle pairs (++, +−, −+ and −−) were constructed for each pair
of particle types. For example, for a πK particle pair, 4 pairs of π+K+, π+K−,
π−K+ and π−K− were constructed. All together 24 different correlations were
measured in each cut bin for each particle pair in each centrality. The cut bin
IDs for different particle pairs is shown in Table 3.8-3.13.
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πK
(2.0, 2.5) 15 16 17 18 19
(1.5, 2.0) 10 11 12 13 14
(1.0, 1.5) 5 6 7 8 9
(0.0, 1.0) 0 1 2 3 4
↑ yT2 yT1 → (1.0, 1.5) (1.5, 2.0) (2.0, 2.5) (2.5, 3.0) (3.0, 3.8)
Table 3.9 Choice of cut bin IDs for (yT1, yT2) pairs. There are 20 unique
IDs for a charge combination (e.g ++, +−, −+ or −−) of πK pairs.
πp
(1.5, 2.0) 10 11 12 13 14
(1.0, 1.5) 5 6 7 8 9
(0.0, 1.0) 0 1 2 3 4
↑ yT2 yT1 → (1.0, 1.5) (1.5, 2.0) (2.0, 2.5) (2.5, 3.0) (3.0, 3.8)
Table 3.10 Choice of cut bin IDs for (yT1, yT2) pairs. There are 15 unique
IDs for a charge combination (e.g ++, +−, −+ or −−) of πp pairs.
KK
(2.0, 2.5) 12 13 14 15
(1.5, 2.0) 8 9 10 11
(1.0, 1.5) 4 5 6 7
(0.0, 1.0) 0 1 2 3
↑ yT2 yT1 → (0.0, 1.0) (1.0, 1.5) (1.5, 2.0) (2.0, 2.5)
Table 3.11 Choice of cut bin IDs for (yT1, yT2) pairs. There are 16 unique
IDs for a charge combination (e.g ++, +−, −+ or −−) of KK pairs.
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Kp
(1.5, 2.0) 8 9 10 11
(1.0, 1.5) 4 5 6 7
(0.0, 1.0) 0 1 2 3
↑ yT2 yT1 → (0.0, 1.0) (1.0, 1.5) (1.5, 2.0) (2.0, 2.5)
Table 3.12 Choice of cut bin IDs for (yT1, yT2) pairs. There are 12 unique
IDs for a charge combination (e.g ++, +−, −+ or −−) of Kp pairs.
pp
(1.5, 2.0) 6 7 8
(1.0, 1.5) 3 4 5
(0.0, 1.0) 0 1 2
↑ yT2 yT1 → (0.0, 1.0) (1.0, 1.5) (1.5, 2.0)
Table 3.13 Choice of cut bin IDs for (yT1, yT2) pairs. There are 9 unique
IDs for a charge combination (e.g ++, +−, −+ or −−) of pp pairs.
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3.8 Two-Particle Correlation
In general, the number of particles produced in heavy-ion collisions is
large enough that physics signals of interest are overwhelmed by the large
combinatorial background. It is challenging to extract the signals, if any, from
such a vast background of particles. However, using correlations, the physics
signals can be amplified to see otherwise obscured structures produced in the
aftermath of a collision. The two-particle correlation measure is established
using a standard definition; i.e., Pearson’s normalized covariance [53]. The
variables in the correlation are derived from the kinematic variables such as
azimuthal angle (φ), axial angle (θ), transverse momentum (pT ) etc. The
pseudo-rapidity (i.e., η = −ln[tan (θ/2)]) and transverse rapidity (i.e, yT ) are
also commonly used variables. As a first step, we construct histograms of a
variable in each of N events. In the histogram, contents of any two bins a and
b are the random variables to measure correlations. Thus, the correlation, in
this thesis, refers to an auto-correlation between the contents of two arbitrary
bins a and b of the histogram averaged over all the N collision events. The
correlation determines if it is more or less likely, relative to random chance, to
find a particle in bin b, given a particle in bin a. This correlation is studied in
detail in M. Daugherity’s thesis [1][37][5].
The correlations between the contents of two arbitrary bins a and b are































where N represents the number of events and n̄ represents the average bin
content over the events for the given bin.
In the context of heavy-ion collision, the contents of a bin are approxi-
mately distributed following a Poisson distribution, where mean and variance




(ni− n̄)2a = n̄a] [54]. Using Poisson’s approximation, equa-
















where ε is the size of the bin containing the pair of particles, where nanb is a
pair density. Introduction of the ε removes the dependencies on bin width of
a histogram.
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Our objective is to extract all correlation signals coming from the par-
ticle tracks from an event. We define the sibling density, ρsib = nanb/ε such
that only the tracks from the same event are paired. The density ρsib contains
a large background coming from the uncorrelated pairs. Similarly, we define
the reference density, ρref = n̄an̄b/ε such that the tracks from different events
are paired. The track pairs from different events are selected similar to sibling
pairs but they are not correlated. The mixed-event reference uses only those
track pairs from two events which are both within one of the multiplicity sub-
classes in Table 3.5 and if the primary vertices are within 25 cm along the beam
axis. Each event is mixed with two other events with comparable multiplici-
ties. Besides the multiplicities ranges given in Table 3.5, each sub-multiplicity
range in three most centrality bins (9-18%, 5-9% and 0-5%) were further di-
vided into 10 sub-ranges so that ∆Nch ∼ 50 and primary vertex range along
z-axis was 5 cm. This is the same event mixing criteria used and tested in
References [1][37][5]. Thus, the difference in densities, ∆ρ = ρsib − ρref is ex-
pected to be a pure correlation signal. However, experimental artifacts such as
detector acceptance and inefficiencies contaminate the measurement, so both
the sibling and reference distribution contain some detector related structure.
Using the ratio ρsib/ρref , such structure coming from detector artifacts can be






















ρref (r − 1),
(3.17)
where r = ρsib
ρref
. The quantity ∆ρ√
ρref
is interpreted as the number of correlated
pairs per final-state particle.
Using the efficiency corrected pre-factor
√
ρref the final expression of












ref (r − 1),
(3.18)




ref indicates that the density is efficiency corrected. It is
dependent on the type of charges taking part in the correlation measure and
is discussed in Section 3.8.1.
Angular correlations on difference variables such as η∆ = η1 − η2 and
φ∆ = φ1 − φ2 are typical in Au-Au collisions at RHIC [5]. Equation 3.18 can
be directly applied to construct 1D azimuthal correlations on (φ∆) as well.
Also, the formulation of auto-correlations can be extended to construct 2D
joint auto-correlations on (η∆, φ∆), as reported here, as well as on (yT1, yT2)
[54].
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3.8.1 Charge Dependance of Correlations
Because correlations are charge dependent, it is interesting to extend
the above formulation for charged pairs of different signs. There are four
different possibilities for constructing charged paris: ++, +−, −+ and −−.
Correlations can be defined for each of the ordered pairs: an example for a


























Although the pairs +− and −+ are identical for unidentified particles, they are
different for distinguishable identified particles (e.g. π−K+ is different from
π+K−). However, assuming a small difference in +− and −+ correlations,
the correlation can be divided into four categories: Like-Sign (LS), Unlike-
Sign (US), Charge-Dependent (CD) and Charge-Independent (CI). Each of



























































































































ref each of the correla-
































































































where dNch,1 and dNch,2 represents selected charge types in the correlations.











. One of the
common approaches of writing the other pre-factors is to write them in terms of























The correlation space contains different particle correlations in differ-
ent defined momentum ranges. We want to find the relative magnitudes of
each correlation throughout the entire space. The relative magnitude is ob-
tained by multiplying the correlations by a weighting factor. The weighting
factor for each correlation is defined such that the correlations sum up to
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the non-identified charge-independent (CI) angular correlations in integrated



















where i indicates the PID combinations such as π+π+, π+π−, π+K+ etc. and
j indicates the transverse rapidity (yT ) ranges.
The required relationship and the weighting factors can be derived as
follows. Using the definition of pair normalized correlations, the CI correlation











where N indicates the total number of respective pairs in the angular (η∆, φ∆)
space and n indicates the number of pairs in each bin of the angular space.
The total number of non-identified sibling or reference pairs is the sum of the

































where α runs over all PID pairs in all momentum sub-spaces. The factor in




































, has been reported in Table III in Ref-
erence [12]. Similarly, the second term,
nref,α
nref
, is estimated using efficiency







, is the pair-
normalized correlations for each PID pair in each yT range.
The efficiency corrected identified particle spectra for Au+Au
√
sNN =




in Equation 3.24 is related to the efficiency


























where i and j are particle species in different yT ranges indexed by k





, in Equation 3.25 is obtained from unidentified
particle spectra in the Reference [12] while the numerator can be calculated
using model representation of the efficiency corrected particle spectra.
The STAR spectra paper [49] presents the yield of identified particles
per unit rapidity for different centralities. However, the provided momentum
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Figure 3.8 Centrality dependence of the pT distribution for π
+(left) and
π− (right) in Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN=200 GeV. The different symbols are
chosen for different centrality bins. The error bars are statistical only. For
visual clarity, data points are scaled vertically as quoted in the figure [11].
ranges for identified particle yield are narrow (pT < 1 GeV/c), while the
present analysis considers wider ranges of momenta (0.15 < pT < 3.2 GeV/c).
Therefore, we use the PHENIX spectra paper [11], which provides the yield of
identified particles for wider ranges of momenta. The baseline of comparison
of the present analysis is in Reference [12], which estimates the yield of all
particles (unidentified particles) based on STAR spectra. So, further scaling
of the yield is implemented before making the final comparison. The scaling
process is discussed in the following steps.
The STAR and PHENIX spectra papers [49] [11] provide identified
particle yields per unit rapidity ( dN
i
2πpT dpT dy
) for each PID (represented by index
i). The Figure 3.8 shows the pT distribution for π
+ and π− as an example. The
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Particle type π− π+ K− K+ p̄ p
Scale Factor (S) 1.09 1.05 1.16 1.12 2.15 1.95
Table 3.14 STAR to PHENIX scale factors for π±, K±, p̄ and p.
PHENIX spectra for each particle type is normalized to the STAR spectrum














is approximately described with a linear fitting function and




. Table 3.14 gives the ratio between those areas for each particle
species. Finally, each particle spectra from PHENIX is normalized to the
STAR spectra using those scale factors.
The next step is to calculated charge the charged particle multiplicity
















3Npart is the number of participant nucleons per collision. For the most peripheral
collision its value is 2 where as for the most central collisions its value is about 350 (total
number of nucleons in two gold nuclei is 2×197= 394).
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1/3(Npart/2)






















Figure 3.9 Particle yield for π− as a function of (Npart)
1/3. STAR and
PHENIX spectra are in dashed blue and bold black lines respectively. The
dotted red line is obtained by scaling the PHENIX spectrum to STAR.
where i indicates the particle species, π±, K±, p̄ and p. As η approaches 0,





















where S is the scale factor listed in Table 3.14. The spectrum is fitted
with an appropriate fitting function as described in [12] and the integral in
Equation 3.28 is computed to obtain dN
i
dη
for each PID. Finally, the contribu-
tions from each PID are added together to get dN
′
dη
where ′ indicates that the









, is compared with the spectrum for all charged particles (see
Figure 3.10), and another scale factor S
′
= 1.014 is obtained using:
S
′ ≡ [dN/dη]All Particles
[dN/dη]Identified Particles
, (3.29)
where the numerator is obtained from [12] and the denominator is ob-
tained from scaled PHENIX spectra.
1/3(Npart/2)

















Figure 3.10 Particle yield per unit η as a function of (Npart)
1/3. The dashed
line represents the sum of particle yields for all PID (obtained from the scaled
PHENIX spectrum) while the solid line represents the all-particle yield (ob-
tained from [12]).
With the scale factors S and S
′
defined in 3.26 and 3.29, respectively,
the PHENIX identified particle spectrum in [11] can be compared with the






















and i is the identified particle type, and a and b are ranges of yT for
each PID.








, is plotted as a function of pT . The data are fitted with
an appropriate fitting function ( e.g., an exponential function) and integrated
numerically within the range of momentum. Finally, the yield spectrum for
each PID is interpolated to obtain the yield in centralities presented in [12].
With Equation 3.30, the factor
nref,α
nref
in Equation 3.25 can be computed.
In Tables 3.15-3.20, particle yields, dN
dη
, of each particle pair species
for different yT -bins for different centralities are presented. Using the tables, a
weight factor for any combination of particle species in any ranges of momenta
within a centrality is constructed. For example, the product of pre-factor times
weight factor for the π+K+ correlation in the most central collisions (centrality























4.6 5.2 0.827403 0.768999 0.492963 0.18949 0.0452515
10.5 13.9 1.92333 1.85306 1.24373 0.496861 0.117688
20.5 28.8 3.82544 3.8161 2.66855 1.10053 0.258969
36 52.8 6.84549 7.06098 5.12211 2.16929 0.507734
58.1 89 11.2561 11.9822 8.97757 3.88704 0.905819
86.4 139 17.0357 18.655 14.3645 6.33092 1.47024
124.6 209 25.0163 28.1666 22.2474 9.96176 2.30641
176.8 307 36.182 41.8975 33.9086 15.406 3.55706
244.4 440 50.9972 60.6802 50.2233 23.1152 5.3241
304.1 564 64.3558 78.042 65.5701 30.433 6.99867
350.3 671 74.8465 91.9083 77.9683 36.3794 8.35798
















4.6 5.2 0.840791 0.76772 0.488882 0.182038 0.0436037
10.5 13.9 1.95211 1.84525 1.22697 0.476668 0.113224
20.5 28.8 3.87801 3.79094 2.62075 1.05465 0.248831
36 52.8 6.93124 6.9988 5.0108 2.07701 0.487349
58.1 89 11.3838 11.8525 8.75329 3.71901 0.868707
86.4 139 17.2104 18.4202 13.9673 6.0538 1.40904
124.6 209 25.2451 27.7648 21.5785 9.52096 2.20908
176.8 307 36.4715 41.2308 32.8123 14.7176 3.40509
244.4 440 51.347 59.6203 48.4976 22.0736 5.09417
304.1 564 64.7447 76.5962 63.2296 29.0543 6.69435
350.3 671 75.2578 90.1422 75.1192 34.7258 7.99298















4.6 5.2 0.133412 0.0907341 0.0349634 0.0137362
10.5 13.9 0.324568 0.23959 0.0998968 0.0329209
20.5 28.8 0.674324 0.533644 0.23578 0.0674513
36 52.8 1.2579 1.05661 0.487954 0.124214
58.1 89 2.15038 1.90017 0.90806 0.209868
86.4 139 3.36931 3.10368 1.52229 0.325499
124.6 209 5.11809 4.89585 2.45508 0.489666
176.8 307 7.65817 7.58855 3.88048 0.725753
244.4 440 11.1528 11.4083 5.93211 1.04753
304.1 564 14.3979 15.0389 7.90312 1.34412
350.3 671 16.9973 17.9915 9.5169 1.58053














4.6 5.2 0.140855 0.0916056 0.0358883 0.0088953
10.5 13.9 0.345037 0.242952 0.102377 0.0246255
20.5 28.8 0.721344 0.542993 0.241372 0.056842
36 52.8 1.35327 1.07808 0.499133 0.115716
58.1 89 2.32517 1.94305 0.928317 0.212683
86.4 139 3.65902 3.1792 1.55557 0.353258
124.6 209 5.58087 5.02252 2.50786 0.565313
176.8 307 8.38356 7.79541 3.96266 0.887508
244.4 440 12.2539 11.733 6.05616 1.34901
304.1 564 15.8583 15.4786 8.06706 1.7908
350.3 671 18.7512 18.5264 9.71334 2.15172













4.6 5.2 0.119428 0.0337872 0.00411507
10.5 13.9 0.275676 0.0984696 0.0137204
20.5 28.8 0.544448 0.235544 0.0355639
36 52.8 0.967393 0.492167 0.0783724
58.1 89 1.57968 0.922405 0.152453
86.4 139 2.37539 1.55438 0.263744
124.6 209 3.4653 2.51762 0.436303
176.8 307 4.97768 3.99407 0.704575
244.4 440 6.96766 6.12469 1.09631
304.1 564 8.7494 8.17542 1.47654
350.3 671 10.1417 9.85643 1.78984











4.6 5.2 0.145649 0.0389596 0.00519628
10.5 13.9 0.337821 0.114685 0.0174097
20.5 28.8 0.670429 0.276146 0.0452439
36 52.8 1.19706 0.579686 0.0998644
58.1 89 1.96409 1.09011 0.194468
86.4 139 2.96666 1.84151 0.336677
124.6 209 4.34763 2.9887 0.557272
176.8 307 6.27494 4.7496 0.900351
244.4 440 8.82573 7.29375 1.40147
304.1 564 11.1209 9.74461 1.88797
350.3 671 12.9207 11.7547 2.2889
Table 3.20 Centrality evolution of integrals in yT bins for p
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3.10 Statistical Uncertainties
Statistical error associated with the sibling (nsib) and reference (nref )
pair counts are propagated to the error in the correlation, ∆ρ√
ρref
defined in
Equation 3.18. The statistical errors in the sibling and reference pair counts
are determined by the number of pairs in each (η∆, φ∆) bin [55]. However,
the final errors are sensitive to how the reference density is defined as shown
by Ray and Bhattarai [56]. In this thesis, we have generated the reference
density by mixing each event with two similar, but different events. The










Nref are the total number of sibling and mixed-event reference pairs, for all
events, in bin (η∆, φ∆). Note that the error ∝ 1/
√
Number of pairs rather
than 1/
√
Number of Tracks due to noise cancellation feature of the event
mixing method [55][56]. In this thesis, we have used large data sample with
more that 50 million events. Therefore, the statistical errors, in most of the
cases, are significantly smaller than the correlation signals. However, in some
centralities, such as the most-peripheral centrality, the mean multiplicities
are smaller and the errors increase. Similarly, for K and p the multiplicities
are smaller resulting in larger errors. Also, the multiplicities monotonically
decrease as we go farther and farther from 0 in relative pseudorapidity. In such
cases at large |η∆|, the statistical error dominates the correlation structure.
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3.11 Systematic Uncertainties
Systematic uncertainties in non-identified particle angular correlations
have been presented in References [1][37][5]. There multiple sources of sys-
tematic uncertainty including secondary particle contaminations, uncorrected
residual pileup contamination (see Chapter 4), uncorrected residual two-particle
inefficiencies (see Section 3.4.1), collision centrality determination (see Section
3.5.2) and various, minor detector effects discussed in Reference [5].
The 12% particle contamination from non-primary sources [5] such as
weak decays of K0S, Λ, Λ̄ and from secondary particle production from detector
material near the collision vertex is the dominant source of systematic uncer-
tainty. It contributes up to ±3% uncertainty for non-identified correlations
[37][5]. As we have discussed in Section 3.4 particles having global DCA<3
cm were selected in this analysis. Reducing the DCA cut reduces the relative
fraction of secondary contamination. It was found that the correlations did
not change significantly by lowering the DCA to 1 cm. We therefore assume
a ±3% systematic uncertainty for the present data due to secondary particle
contamination.
The effect of pileup contamination on correlation structure was pre-
sented and discussed in Chapter 4. Uncertainties due to residual, uncorrected
pileup are negligible given the performance of the pileup filter and correction
procedure for the Run11 data discussed in Chapter 4. Other systematic error
sources are of order a few percent or less, or only affect localized region (one
or two bins) near (η∆, φ∆) ∼ (0, 0).
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For the correlations of identified particles a new source of systematic
error must be included, that associated with inefficiency and impurities in par-
ticle identification (see Chapter 5). In Chapter 5 it is shown that π, K and
p identification efficiency drops to below 80% at higher pT and each particle
type suffers from 5-10% contamination. For pT < 2 GeV/c both the efficiency
and purity of identified π, K and p is close to 100%. For the higher pT bin PID
contamination may affect the correlation structure. This source of systematic
uncertainty will be considered and its effects estimated for azimuthal, non-jet
quadrupole [5] component of the correlations in the next chapter. Uncertain-





Pileup can produce spurious results in angular correlations [5]. Event
pileup produces a characteristic ‘W’ shape (see Figure 4.2) on the η∆ axis in
the correlation structure due to asymmetry in η distributions from out-of-time
partial events [5][57].
A small level of pileup contamination is seen in data from STAR and a
method for its removal was implemented in run 20011 and 2004 data for Au-
Au collisions at 62 and 200 GeV. The method was devised by Duncan Prindle
from the University of Washington and was successful in removing pileup from
these [5]. Note that before looking for this method a vertex ranking cut was
applied to filter pileup events but it was passing an unacceptable number of
pileup events. However, this method of filtering pileup did not work when it
was applied to run 2010 data. Also, the method was not as efficient in run
2011 as it was in run 2001/2004 data.
In this chapter, we will briefly discuss Duncan’s method of removing
pileup. We will show how the method doesn’t work in run 2010 data. Subse-
1RHIC run 2 was accomplished 2001
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quently, we will discuss 3 other methods that attempt to remove pileup. First,
we will change the Distance of Closest Approach (DCA) cut. The global DCA
cut of less than 1 cm worked, but only partially. Second, utilizing a trend of
global versus primary tracks, a band cut of 4σ will be applied. This method
is found to work well. Finally, we will impose a TOF matching criterion for
each track (i.e.,a track is selected only if it has both TPC and TOF hits). This
method is also found to be insufficient at removing all pileup. We advocate
the use of the 4σ cut to remove pileup contamination in the run 2010 Au-Au
collision data.
Because of different levels of pileup contamination in run 2011 data, a
different set of cuts was required to remove pileup in run 2011. These cuts,
based on Duncan’s pileup filter and the associated correction procedure worked
to remove pileup in run 2011. The set of pileup cuts are discussed below.
4.2 Pileup
In the STAR detector the bunch crossing time is 120 ns, whereas the
time for ions to move from the central membrane of the TPC to the readout
planes (drift time) is 40 µs. Because of the larger drift time, the probability of
mixing the tracks from a triggered event and an untriggered event increases.
The mixing of tracks from untriggered events to the tracks in the triggered
event is called pileup. The untriggered events are called pileup events. For the
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RHIC beam luminosity2, the probability of two collisions happening within the
TPC drift time window of 40 µs is very small, but not completely ignorable.
Based on the occurrence time of a pileup event with respect to a triggered
event, there are two types of pileup: pre-triggered pileup and post-triggered
pileup. In the pre-triggered pileup, tracks from an event that occurs just
before the triggered events are mixed, whereas in post-triggered pileup, the
tracks from the event that occurs just after the trigged event are mixed with
the tracks from the triggered events. The pileup event is removed in different
levels using different signatures that the triggered events leave in the detectors.
4.3 Pileup Signatures in STAR Run 2010
It has been reported that STAR run 2001 and 2004 data for Au-Au
collisions at 62 GeV and 200 GeV have low pileup contamination (0.05% and
0.5%, respectively) [5]. In Figure. 4.1, charge independent angular correlations
of the 62 GeV data in centrality 37%-46% are shown. The left and right panel
of the figure show pileup uncorrected and corrected correlations respectively.
The method of pileup correction is discussed in Section 4.3.1. The correlation
studies of Run 2001/2004 can be treated as standard for angular correlation
analysis. In Figure 4.2, charge independent angular correlations for Au-Au 200
GeV run 2010 minimum bias data3 are presented. No pileup event removal
2Integrated luminosity for run 2010 and 2011 Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN=200 GeV are
respectively 10.3 nb−1 and 9.79 nb−1 [58]
3Run 2010 Minimum-Bias Data: Production-P10ik, Trigger name - vpd-mb, Trigger
IDs-260001, 260011, 260021, 260031
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techniques are imposed in Figure 4.2. The figures with percentages on the top
left corner of each picture reflect the approximate centrality of the collision.
It is evident that the characteristic ‘W’ shape is more prominent in Figure 4.2
than the left plot of Figure 4.1, suggesting an increase of pileup contamination.
Figure 4.1 Au-Au 62 GeV Run 2004. Left: Uncorrected angular correlations
from 62 GeV 37-46% central Au-Au collisions showing pileup distortions, es-
pecially evident as the W-shaped non-uniformity of the away-side ridge on η∆.

















































































Figure 4.2 Au-Au 200 GeV Run 2010 charge independent angular corre-
lations showing significant distortion of the angular correlations for different
approximate centralities. No vertex ranking cut has been applied.
4.3.1 Pileup Removal
Vertex Ranking
In order to determine which vertex candidate corresponds to the trig-
gered event, a rank is assigned to each candidate. A cut is made based on
numerical value of the rank to select events. The vertex ranking cut is defined
using:
• average dip angle4,
• number of TPC tracks matched with BEMC hits and
• number of TPC tracks that cross the TPC membrane.
A detailed explanation of vertex ranking is found in Anthony Robert Tim-
mins’ PhD thesis [59] and in STAR documents [60]. The following correla-
4Dip angle is the angle between momentum of the particle and the drift direction, θ =
cos−1(pz/p)[8].
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tions in Figure 4.3 are based on the optimum value of the vertex ranking cut:
vertex ranking > −2.5. Although this cut reduces pileup, it can not remove
pileup completely. However, because it is defined using a basic vertex ranking
parameters, it is taken as a basic cut. Unless stated otherwise, the vertex

















































































Figure 4.3 Au-Au 200 GeV Run 2011 charge independent angular correla-
tions for different approximate centralities. Vertex Ranking > −2.5.
Duncan’s Method
Duncan Prindle devised a method of removing pileup on the basis of
tracking artifacts. A signature of pileup is expected to be seen in the distribu-
tion of the projection of the first and last space points of a track on the z-axis
(along beam axis), called Zfirst and Zlast points, respectively. Suppose we
have a pre-triggered pileup event. As the tracks from the event cross the cen-
tral membrane of TPC, they split into two halves and move toward opposite
directions of the TPC. The distribution of the Zfirst and Zlast peaks at the
space point where the first and last point of tracks from the pileup event con-
tribute. The dynamics of the drifting electrons produced from a pileup event
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is such that the first and last points of all tracks have the same Zfirst and
Zlast values. Similarly, a post pileup event contributes to a peak in Zlast.
Duncan’s method is based on the distribution of Zfirst and Zlast in the TPC.
The details are documented in the following websites [61], [62] and [63] and in
Elizabeth Oldag’s PhD thesis [37].
Duncan’s method was implemented in STAR Au-Au data from run
2001 and 2004 and Cu-Cu data from run 2005 . The method was successful in
removing pileup in these data sets. The pileup corrected correlations for these
data are shown in Figure 4.1. However, this method is not sufficient to remove
pileup in run 2010 and 2011 data. The details of run 2011 will be discussed
in the next section. In Figure 4.4, the angular correlations of run 2010 after
making Duncan’s cut (suggested optimum value of cut: pileup cut (-20cm to















































































Figure 4.4 Au-Au 200 GeV Run 2010 charge independent angular correla-






(-20,20)cm has been implemented.
Vertex ranking cut is not included.
It has been estimated that this pileup removal method is 75% effi-
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(Cut) b = ∆ρ√
ρref
(NoPileup) c + (1− f) ∆ρ√
ρref
(Pileup) d.
The following pileup corrected correlations (Figures 4.5 and 4.6 ) are
obtained using the efficiency f=75%. It is seen that the method has not re-
moved pileup completely. In contrast, the pileup corrected correlations for













































































Figure 4.5 Au-Au 200 GeV Run 2010 charge independent angular correla-






for efficiency 75%. Ver-
tex ranking cut is not included.
aCorrelations before Duncan’s pileup filter ∆ρ√ρref (NoCut)
bDuncan’s pileup filtered correlations refers to ∆ρ√ρref (Cut)
cDuncan’s pileup corrected (efficiency corrected) correlations refers to ∆ρ√ρref (NoPileup)
























































































Considering the error bars of the pileup correction efficiency to be
±10%, the pileup corrected correlations were obtained for efficiencies such
as 65% and 85% instead of suggested the 75%. No improvement in the corre-
lations was found. This result requires additional methods of pileup removal.
However, when the vertex ranking cut (i.e. V ertex Ranking > −2.5) is in-
cluded along with Duncan’s cut, the pileup filter works better. Figure 4.7
shows correlations after using Duncan’s pileup filter along with the vertex
ranking cut. The efficiency corrected correlations for an efficiency of 75% are

















































































Figure 4.7 Au-Au 200 GeV Run 2010 charge independent angular corre-






as well as vertex ranking cut
















































































Figure 4.8 Au-Au 200 GeV Run 2010 charge independent angular correla-






for efficiency 75% along
with vertex ranking cut.
TOF Matching
Time of Flight (TOF) detector information can be used to identify
pileup events. A track that has both TPC and TOF hits is highly likely to
be from a triggered event because having TOF hits is one of the requirements
to trigger a collision event. Thus, rejection of the tracks having TPC hits
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only and no TOF tracks allows us to separate pileup free event tracks. In
Figure 4.9, correlations of tracks that hit both the TPC and TOF are shown.
The correlation structure shows that the TOF matching criteria is signifi-
cant in removing pileup event tracks. However, large statistics (∼ 40%) are
compromised when the TOF matching criterion is imposed in data selection.












































































Figure 4.9 Au-Au 200 GeV Run 2010 charge independent angular correla-
tions for tracks having both TPC and TOF hits. Vertex ranking cut is not
included (compare this figure with Figure 4.2). The lower TOF acceptance
than TPC acceptance is reflected in lower value of |η∆|.
Global DCA Cut
Global DCA refers to the distance of closest approach between the
global track model and the primary vertex. The tracks that are associated
with the primary collision vertex are called primary tracks whereas all the
tracks reconstructed during the time of event trigger window (40µs) are called
global tracks. The decay of particles during the flight from the collision vertex
contribute to global tracks. Also, tracks from pileup events contribute to the
90
global tracks.
In Figure 4.2, the correlations for a Global DCA from 0-3 cm are pre-
sented. If the cut is tightened to 0-1 cm, a significant fraction of pileup is
















































































Figure 4.10 Au-Au 200 GeV Run 2010 charge independent angular corre-
lations. Global DCA cut 0-1 cm. Vertex ranking cut is included.
The comparison shows that the pileup contamination can be reduced
by reducing the global DCA cut. However, the cut is not effective enough to
remove pileup signatures completely. On the other hand, we have to throw out
a lot of tracks while reducing the global DCA. Also, DCA ≤ 1 cm removes
more low pT tracks than high pT , which distorts the correlation structures
relative to Run 2001/2004. The cost of reducing the global DCA can be seen
in the multiplicity distribution in Figure 4.11 and Global the DCA vs pT
distribution in Figure 4.12.
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DCA < 1 cm
DCA < 3 cm
Figure 4.11 Run 2010 multiplicity distribution. Left: Multiplicity distribu-
tion for global DCA 0-1 cm and 0 − 3 cm. Right: Power law based transfor-
mation of the distribution in the left panel.
Figure 4.12 Au-Au 200 GeV Run 2010 momentum versus global DCA dis-
tributions for a centrality 30-40%. There is a significant density of low mo-
mentum particles between 1 < DCA < 3 cm
Global Vs Primary Track Band Cut
The event-wise global versus primary tracks distribution follows an al-
most linear trend. Figure 4.13 below shows the global versus primary track
distribution in the left panel and a projection along global tracks in a certain
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bin of primary tracks in the right panel. In the projection it is seen that the
distribution follows a Gaussian trend with a long tail as shown in 4.13b. Each
primary track bin is projected along global tracks to obtain the mean and σ.
The TPC events with pileup contamination are expected to contain a larger
number of global tracks. In a set of multiples of σ, a cut of 4σ is found to be the
most optimum for removing pileup while minimizing good event loss. Figure
4.14 shows the correlations after removing events having global tracks above
4σ. This cut removes pileup more effectively than the previously described
methods. The correlations of the rejected events (events that lie outside of the
4σ band) are shown in Figure 4.15.
# Primary Tracks






















Mean x   396.3
Mean y     975
RMS x   335.1







(a) Global versus primary tracks distri-
bution after making basics cuts such as
η ≤ 1.The vertical bars in the trend line
indicate the 4σ of the projection distribu-
tion in respective primary track bin.
 / ndf 2χ   5508 / 20
Constant  39.7±  8241 
Mean      0.3± 985.4 
Sigma     0.20± 66.97 
Global Tracks
















Projection along Global Tracks
(b) Projection along global tracks for
(520-540) primary tracks. A Gaussian fit
is drawn in red. The fit parameters are
shown in legend
















































































Figure 4.14 Au-Au 200 GeV Run 2011 charge independent angular corre-


















































































Figure 4.15 Au-Au 200 GeV Run 2011 charge independent angular corre-
lations of 4σ band rejected events. The pileup contributes significantly to the
correlations.
The correlations inside the band, shown in Figure 4.14 along with the
correlation of rejected events by 4σ cut, Figure 4.15, shows circumstantial
evidence that the 4σ band cut is a reasonable cut to make. However, it is not
straight forward to explain why the 4σ cut is good at removing pileup.
The decision of the multiple of the σ cut is based on observations of
correlation structures. The larger σ cut can’t remove the ‘W’ shaped structure
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(i.e. pileup) completely whereas statistics is compromised in the smaller σ cut.
4.4 Pileup Signatures in STAR Run 2011
Effort has been made to remove pileup in run 2011. Pre-pileup and
post-pileup possibilities are accounted for and a protection method is imple-
mented in run 2011 triggers. Both of the pre- and post pileup protections are
applied in 3 of the 5 minimum-bias triggers 5 in Run 2011 Au-Au collision
data at
√
sNN = 200 GeV. However, the protection implemented is not fully
successful at removing all pileup. In Figure 4.16 charge independent angular
correlations for trigger IDs 350003 and 350013 of Au-Au 200 GeV run 2011
(called half protected) are presented. No extra pileup filtering techniques are
imposed. The percentages on the top left corner of each picture reflects the
centrality of the collision. The vertex ranking cut reduces the pileup. The
correlations after making the vertex ranking cut is shown in Figure 4.17.
Similarly, Figures 4.18 and 4.19 show the correlations without and with
vertex ranking cut respectively for three minimum-bias triggers 350023, 350033
and 350043 (called fully protected). Because of the pre and post-pileup removal
algorithm, correlation structures have less ‘W’ shaped structure.


















































































Figure 4.16 Au-Au 200 GeV Run 2011 (half protected trigger IDs 350003


















































































Figure 4.17 Au-Au 200 GeV Run 2011 (half protected trigger IDs 350023,















































































Figure 4.18 Au-Au 200 GeV Run 2011 (fully protected trigger IDs 350023,
350033 and 350043) Charge Independent Angular Correlations. Vertex ranking

















































































Figure 4.19 Au-Au 200 GeV Run 2011 (fully protected trigger IDs 350023,





For the doubly protected run 2011 data, Duncan’s method seems to
be more effective than in run 2010. In the following Figure 4.20, the angular






















































































Figure 4.20 Au-Au 200 GeV Run 2011 (fully protected trigger IDs 350023,
350033 and 350043) charge independent angular correlations. Vertex ranking































































































Figure 4.21 Au-Au 200 GeV Run 2011 (fully protected trigger IDs 350023,







ciency 75%. Vertex ranking cut is included.
4.5 Conclusion
To remove the pileup in angular correlations, different methods are
implemented. Run 2010 Au-Au collision data needed different techniques to
remove pileup compared to run 2001/2004 data. A cut of 4σ in global versus
primary track distribution was found to be optimal. And for run 2011 with
pre and post-pileup trigger protection, the vertex ranking cut and Duncan’s






One of the main goals of this thesis is to measure and analyze two-
particle correlations between identified particle species. Thus, identification
of particles with optimum efficiency and purity (defined in Section 5.6) is an
important step of this study. The mass of the particle is the most fundamen-
tal discriminatory measure for particle identification (PID). However, if the
uncertainty in the measurement of m is large, the distributions of m of two
different particle species overlap, making it statistically challenging to discrim-
inate the species from their mass. In such a situation, other measures, such as
a particle’s mass squared (m2), energy loss per unit length (dE/dx), time of
flight1 (β−1), etc. or their combinations are better choices. In this chapter, the
particle identification method using combined independent measures, dE/dx
and β−1, is discussed.
1β−1 is related to time of flight as shown in Equation 5.2.
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5.2 PID using dE/dx
As a high energy charged particle passes through the gaseous medium of
the TPC, it loses energy. The energy loss per unit length (dE/dx) is measured
in the anode pads of the TPC as described in Chapter 2. Figure 5.1 shows
the energy loss of the charged particles per unit length of gaseous medium at


































Figure 5.1 Energy loss by charged particles per unit distance in TPC for
the particles of different momenta.
It is seen that the likelihood of energy loss is different for different par-
ticle species at lower momentum. The expected value of dE/dx for π,K, p and
e are estimated using the Bichsel function [64] and overlaid on the distribution.
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From the distribution, it is visually clear that a proton track can be discrimi-
nated from π and K up to 1 GeV. Similarly, a K track can be separated from
π up to 0.5 GeV. However, for higher momenta the overlapping distributions
make it difficult to achieve high purity in particle identification. It is also seen
that identification of electron tracks is not straightforward.
The dE/dx follows a Landau distribution with a long tail to the right
(higher value). The distribution is well approximated with a log-normal distri-
bution. Therefore, log(dE/dx) is a better choice of statistic, since the resulting
distribution is a Gaussian. A convenient statistic for the purpose of PID would





where log(dE/dx) is obtained from the data, i is the particle type (π,K, p, e
etc.), log(dE/dx)iexpected is the expected value from the Bichsel function for the
given mass of particle type i and σlog(dE/dx) is the resolution calculated using
the spread of the (dE/dx) distribution and the number of fit points used in
the track fit. If the dE/dx is calibrated ideally, the statistic nσidE/dx would
give a Gaussian distribution with a mean and sigma of 0 and 1, respectively.
In the data analysis process, the spread (standard deviation) of the nσidE/dx
distribution is chosen to discriminate one particle form another. The smaller
the sigma, the higher the purity (defined in Section 5.6) of the identified parti-
cle sample. However, the higher purity lowers the statistics, giving a very low
efficiency (low count of identified particle sample) of particle identification.
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We choose a cut in sigma for which the desired purity and efficiency (defined
in Section 5.6) of identified particles is obtained. Using the statistic nσidE/dx;
π,K, and p can be identified up to pT ≤ 1 GeV/c with reasonable efficiency
and purity. However, because the distributions merge with each other for
higher momentum, the statistic doesn’t have sufficient particle discriminating
power for higher pT . We use another independent measure, β
−1, from the TOF
PID at pT > 1GeV.
5.3 PID using β−1
Figure 5.2 shows the β−1 distribution of the charged particles. The β−1








where c is the speed of light, t is the time of flight of the charged particle
from the VPD to TOF, as discussed in Chapter 2, and L is the spatial distance
covered by the particle during flight.
The fits in Figure 5.2 are obtained using the expected inverse velocity
of a particle i, for a given momentum (p, measured by TPC) and rest mass of



















Among several statistics based on β−1 (because it has constant resolu-
tion at higher momentum and a more Gaussian like distribution [65]) we use
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p [GeV/c]



































Gaussian with a mean of 0. However, for Au+Au collision data, the tail of the
distribution gets longer, making it better described by a Student’s T function,
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where µ is mean of the distribution, ν is the degree of freedom, λ is the scale
parameter and B is the Beta function [65].
Although the PID for pT ≤ 2 GeV using β−1 is more efficient than
that using dE/dx, PID above pT > 2 GeV becomes inefficient because of the
overlapping distributions of π,K and p. We use a 2-dimensional approach to
improve PID efficiency and purity.
5.4 PID using dE/dx and β−1
One of the commonly adopted techniques for PID is to use either dE/dx
information from the TPC or to use β−1 data from TOF separately and make
cuts to identify particles. There are techniques to combine information from
the TPC and TOF to achieve better PID [66]. In this thesis, however, a dif-
ferent approach is used to combine TPC and TOF information simultaneously
by introducing a 2-dimensional distribution in different ranges of momenta.
When TPC and TOF information are used separately, PID cuts are made on
the basis of rectangular area whose corners may contain contamination. How-
ever, in the simultaneous treatment, the PID cut is based in circular, elliptical
or any other, more complicated area that doesn’t have as much contamination

















































































































) = 9.38e+02-1β/-1β∆chi2/ndf (
 3.00e-10±meanxK = -4.91e-04 
 0.00e+00±sigmaxK = 7.78e-03 
) = 2.90e+02dE/dx
Kσchi2/ndf (n
 4.13e-08±meanyK = 2.43e-01 
 2.70e-08±sigmayK = 1.03e+00 
|: 0.6-0.8ηKAON  p: 1.90-1.95  |
Figure 5.3 2-dimensional distribution charged particles in ∆β−1k /β
−1 and
nσkdE/dx. The distribution is fit for kaons using both Gaussian (y-axis) and
Student’s T(x-axis) distributions. The pull-distribution is the ratio of differ-
ence of data and fitting function to error in each bin.
Figure 5.3 shows an example of a 2-dimensional distribution for 1.90 ≤
p < 1.95 GeV/c and 0.6 ≤ η < 0.8 with kaon mass assumption. On the top
left, a raw distribution is shown. On the lower middle, only the statistically
significant section cut is shown. The lower middle plot is fitted for 3-particles:
π,K, and p; the fitting results are shown in top middle (nσkdE/dx fitted with
Gaussian) and right (∆β−1k /β
−1 fitted with Student’s T) figures. Figure 5.4
shows same Figure as 5.3 but at higher momentum.
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It shows that it is hard to fit such distributions as individual particle










































































































) = 1.64e+02-1β/-1β∆chi2/ndf (
 3.11e-11±meanxK = -9.25e-04 
 0.00e+00±sigmaxK = 7.91e-03 
) = 5.29e+01dE/dx
Kσchi2/ndf (n
 8.92e-07±meanyK = 1.47e-01 
 1.08e-07±sigmayK = 9.93e-01 
|: 0.6-0.8ηKAON  p: 3.15-3.20  |
Figure 5.4 2-Dimensional distribution charged particles in ∆β−1k /β
−1 and
nσkdE/dx. The distribution is fit for kaons using both Gaussian (y-axis) and
Student’s T(x-axis) distributions. The pull-distribution is the ratio of differ-






, where i and j are particle types with µ mean and σ
standard deviations of their distributions.
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5.5 Probability cut
For identification of a particle from a distribution of particles, a good
question to ask would be, “what is the probability of a particle being a particle
of a certain type?”. The fitting parameters from the multi-particle fit are
utilized to construct a probability measure. The probability is measured for a
one-dimensional distribution as follows.
pi(X) =
N i × f i(X; Θi)∑
j=e,π,K,p [N
j × f j(X; Θj)]
, (5.6)
where for ith particle, pi(X) is the probability of X coming from prob-
ability density function f i(X; Θi) with Θi as a set of parameters and N i is
fraction of yield such that
∑
iN
i = 1. For a Gaussian distribution, the pa-
rameter sets Θi includes mean µi and standard deviation σi. For the Student’s
T distribution, µi is mean of the distribution, νi is the degree of freedom and
λi is the scale parameter. Because of the complicated shape of the distribu-
tions, it is usually hard to find the yield. Therefore, a Monte Carlo method is
adopted to calculate the yield fractions.
Similarly, for a 2-dimensional distribution the probability measure is
given as follows.
pi(X, Y ) =
N i × f i(X; ΘiX)× f i(Y ; ΘiY )∑
j=e,π,K,p
[




where X and Y represent types of probability density functions (PDF ) and
Θi represents the parameter set in the PDF . In this thesis, the Gaussian and
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Student’s T PDFs are used.
In Equations 5.6 and 5.7, the value of the probability is 0 ≤ pi ≤ 1.
We choose a threshold cut and select a type of particle.
Another important cut that is made before making the probability cut is
the 2D nσ cut. The distance of measured value from the mean (µ) normalized
by its standard deviation σ is called nσ. The cut on nσ removes the points
in distribution which are far away from its mean by taking points within an

















, Y = nσdE/dx,
(5.8)
where a and b are either of semi-major or semi-minor axes. In the current
thesis data analysis, the values of both a and b are chosen to be 3.
5.6 Efficiency and Purity
The 2D fitting of the distributions allows us to extract fitting param-
eters which can be utilized to simulate the distribution using a Monte Carlo.
The Monte Carlo sample is refitted to find the selected tracks, NSel. Having
information from both the number of Monte Carlo tracks, NMC and NSel, the
PID efficiency is defined as the proportion of particles of a given species that






where E i is the efficiency of the ith particle species. The efficiency calculation
is made after making pre-cuts such as a cut in 2D nσ as discussed in Section
5.4 and probability p as discussed in Section 5.5.
Similarly, the purity P i of the PID is defined as the ratio between the







where i is a particle type where as j includes all particle types.
Because of the slightly different distributions of particles in different
momentum (p) and pseudo-rapidity (η), the efficiency E and purity P for
each particle is a function of η and p. As discussed earlier in Section 5.2 and
5.3, the distributions of particles for higher p overlap with each other making
it hard to identify them correctly. This results in a reduction in both E and
P of PID. In fact, this is one of the factors used to choose the upper bound
of the momentum for PID. In this thesis, the upper bound of momentum is
chosen to be pT ≤ 3.20 GeV. Figures 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 show how the efficiency
and purity of PID change with p and η. It is seen that the efficiency and purity
for pions and kaons drops rapidly for p > 2.5 GeV, whereas it tends to stay
high for protons. In the right bottom panel of each Figure 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7,










































Total Purity = 1.00
Purity(eta: 0.0-0.2) = 1.00
Purity(eta: 0.2-0.4) = 1.00
Purity(eta: 0.4-0.6) = 1.00
Purity(eta: 0.6-0.8) = 1.00
Purity(eta: 0.8-1.0) = 1.00
Figure 5.5 Efficiency and Purity of π as a function of p and η. Together









































Total Purity = 1.00
Purity(eta: 0.0-0.2) = 1.00
Purity(eta: 0.2-0.4) = 1.00
Purity(eta: 0.4-0.6) = 1.00
Purity(eta: 0.6-0.8) = 1.00
Purity(eta: 0.8-1.0) = 0.99
Figure 5.6 Efficiency and Purity of K as a function of p and η. Together









































Total Purity = 1.00
Purity(eta: 0.0-0.2) = 1.00
Purity(eta: 0.2-0.4) = 1.00
Purity(eta: 0.4-0.6) = 1.00
Purity(eta: 0.6-0.8) = 1.00
Purity(eta: 0.8-1.0) = 1.00
Figure 5.7 Efficiency and Purity of π as a function of p and η. Together





In previous chapters a brief formal discussion of correlations was pre-
sented. In this chapter the results for identified particle correlations in dif-
ferent momentum sub-spaces are presented. The two-particle correlations are
functions of the charge-signs of particles in the pair, the type of particles in
the pair, the centrality, and the momentum ranges in which the correlations
are measured. There are 11 centralities (numbered 0 through 10), 6 particle
pair combinations (ππ, πK, πp,Kp and pp) where each particle pair type is
separated into two categories of charge-sign: Like-Sign (LS) and Unlike-Sign
(US). Each of the correlations is measured in different cut bins of momentum
sub-space as defined in Chapter 3.
In this Chapter we will first present unidentified particle correlations for
Run 2010 and 2011 data for comparison with previous results from Run2001
and 2004. The main features of unidentified particle correlations such as the
centrality evolution of different components in the correlations are discussed.
Next, we will present the most general features in identified particle correla-
tions and discuss how the correlation of all particles in pT -integrated space
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compares to it. For the identified particle correlations, only the results from
Run 2011 are presented in this thesis. Finally, the physics results for the
quadrupole correlations component are presented and discussed.
6.2 Unidentified Particle Correlations
The unidentified particle charge independent (CI) correlations for Au+Au
collision data at 200 GeV for Run 2001/2004 have been studied in Reference
[5][37]. Except for small variations due to residual pileup effects, the correla-
tions in Run 2010/11 are similar to those in Run 2001/2004. In these correla-
tions the main components include: cos(φ∆) (dipole) and cos(2φ∆) (azimuthal
harmonics, quadrupole), a 1D Gaussian on η∆, a 2D same-side Gaussian, and a
sharply peaked 2D exponential about (η∆, φ∆)→ (0, 0). The same-side Gaus-
sian peak is hypothesized to be dominated by minijets (minimum-bias jets)
and the sharp, exponential peak is understood to be due to quantum correla-
tions called HBT (Hanbury Brown and Twiss effect [67]) and e+e− background
pair production. The 1D Gaussian is due to soft physics (hadronization, soft
gluon fragmentation and charge-ordering effects [68])[5][69]. The correlation
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structure is well described by a 6-component (11-parameter) fit model.

































whereADipole, AQuadrupole, A2DGaus, A1DGaus, A2DExpo andAOffset are am-
plitudes of the Dipole, Quadrupole, 2D Gaussian,1D Gaussian, 2D exponen-
tial and offset components, respectively. For illustration, the components are
shown in Figure 6.5. The fitting parameters for unidentified particles in pT -
integrated momentum space have been studied [1][5]. In this thesis, besides
making a qualitative discussion of the different components of correlations,
I will focus on investigating the quantitative measure of parameter called
v22[2D], proportional to AQuadrupole. The event-wise azimuthal anisotropy in
the particle distribution is thought to be the cause of v22[2D] and it is conven-
tionally called elliptic flow . It is related to the fitting parameter azimuthal







where [2D] indicates that the quantities are obtained using 2-dimensional fit-
ting procedure to 2D (η∆, φ∆) data. If the pre-factor is not applied to the




The model elements in Equation 6.1 were studied in detail for pT -
integrated non-identified two-particle correlations in References [1][5]. The
elements of the model, e.g. dipole, quadrupole, 2D Gaussian etc, were de-
termined from observed structures in the correlation data, and not from any
physical model of the reaction. Four of the model elements were obtained
directly from correlation observed in p+p minimum-bias data for LS, US with
low pT cut and with higher pT cut. These plots reveal 4 distinct structures
[70][71][72][73]. For the LS-soft, the 2D exponential due to the HBT are seen
, and 1D Gaussian due to soft, longitudinal fragmentation. For US-soft the
2D exponential due to conversion e+e− pairs and the 1D Gaussian are seen.
Similarly, in LS and US-hard correlations the 2D Gaussian and the away-side
dipole care seen. The 2D Gaussian and away-side dipole from the p+p correla-
tions are well described by PYTHIA jets with no lower pT cut-off, i.e., minijets,
which are dominated by Q ∼ 5 GeV. For the Au+Au collision data, these same
model elements, plus the quadrupole, accurately describe the pT -integrated,
non-identified correlations. The quadrupole is required by the Au+Au data.
In Elizabeth Oldag’s pT -dependent non-identified particle correlation analysis,
two new features appear: the 2D Gaussian develops a leptokurtic shape at
higher pT and in more central collision, and in some (yT , yT ) bins there are
small dips near (η∆, φ∆) ∼ (0, 0) [37].
Previous experience in fitting correlation data with Equation 6.1 shows
that the quadrupole element is the least sensitive to fitting ambiguities and
has small systematic uncertainty. For this reason, the present fitting analysis
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focuses on the quadrupole for the 2000 correlation plots. It is impractical to
obtain high quality determination of all model elements for all 2000 correla-
tion plots produced in this thesis in a reasonable time frame. For example,
the sudden increase in the η width of the same-side 2D Gaussian peak near
mid-centrality has only been seen in pT -integrated non-identified particle cor-
relations. It is important to find out whether or not this same ridge and sudden
appearance occurs for pi, K and p. However, that requires meticulous fitting
effort to ensure that all fitting ambiguities are under control. The effort must
wait for later, focused study.
6.2.1 Run 2010
Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show Like-Sign(LS) and Unlike-Sign(US) 2D two-
particle correlations on (η∆, φ∆) of all particles for 200 GeV pT -integrated data
from Run 2010. These results are obtained from about 140-million minimum-
bias events. The correlations are measured in 11 centrality bins. To remove
pileup, the vertex ranking cut and Duncan’s pileup cut have been applied. As
an additional cut, all the tracks are required to have a TOF hit. Therefore,
the η∆ axis of the correlation is narrower than the standard range of (−2, 2).
In [5] the features of charge independent (CI) correlations in Au+Au collisions
were presented. The sum of the LS and US pair correlations in Figures 6.1 and
6.2 compare well with the CI correlations in [1][5] with respect to the Dipole,
Quadrupole, 1D Gaussian, 2D Gaussian and 2D Exponential components.
No pre-factor was applied to the correlations in Figures 6.1 and 6.2.
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As discussed in Chapter 3, the pre-factors for LS and US correlation can be














































































































































































 Run 2010 all LS: 10
Figure 6.1 Like-Sign correlations, ∆ρ
ρref
, of all particles for 200 GeV pT -
integrated data from Run 2010. Correlations are in approximately 10% frac-
tional centrality from centrality IDs 0 through 8 and in 5% fractional centrality













































































































































 Run 2010 all US: 10
Figure 6.2 Unlike-Sign correlations, ∆ρ
ρref
, of all particles for 200 GeV pT -
integrated data from Run 2010. Correlations are in approximately 10% frac-
tional centrality from centrality IDs 0 through 8 and in 5% fractional centrality
in centrality IDs 9 and 10. No pre-factor has been applied.
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6.2.2 Run 2011
Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show LS and US 2D two-particle correlations on
(η∆, φ∆) for all particles for 200 GeV pT -integrated data from Run 2011. These
correlations have been measured from about 11-million minimum-bias events.
The correlations are measured in 11 centrality bins. To remove pileup, the
vertex ranking cut and Duncan’s pileup cut were applied. The correlations
have same features such as dipole, quadrupole, 1D Gaussian, 2D Gaussian
and 2D exponential components as seen previously. Figure 6.5 shows the fit
decomposition in one centrality bin. Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show the model fit
and residual (i.e., data- fit) of US correlations in Figure 6.4 after fitting with
the function in Equation 6.1. The negligibly small residue demonstrates that
the fitting function is sufficient to represent the structure in the correlations.
As in Run 2010 LS and US correlations, no pre-factor has been applied







































































































































 Run 2011 all LS: 10
Figure 6.3 Like-Sign correlations, ∆ρ
ρref
, of all particles for 200 GeV pT -
integrated data from Run 2011. Correlations are in approximately 10% frac-
tional centrality from centrality IDs 0 through 8 and in 5% fractional centrality








































































































































 Run 2011 all US: 10
Figure 6.4 Unlike-Sign correlations, ∆ρ
ρref
, of all particles for 200 GeV pT -
integrated data from Run 2011. Correlations are in approximately 10% frac-
tional centrality from centrality IDs 0 through 8 and in 5% fractional centrality











































































































Figure 6.5 Fit decomposition of the 55-64% centrality Unlike-Sign correla-
tions, ∆ρ
ρref
, of all particles for 200 GeV pT -integrated data from Run 2011. The
top panels show from left to right the correlations from data, model fit and
residuals. The middle panels show the dipole, quadrupole and same-side 2D
Gaussian. The bottom panels similarly show the 1D Gaussian on η∆ and the
2D exponential. For visual clarity the middle and bottom rows are zoomed in












































































































































Run 2011 US ModelFit
Figure 6.6 Fits to Unlike-Sign correlations, ∆ρ
ρref
















































































































































The particle identification has provided an opportunity to explore the
correlations between the particles of known types. We will present evidence of
several new features of identified particle correlations in next sub-sections.
6.3 π − π Correlations
The pT integrated π− π correlations are similar to the all-particle cor-
relations. This is because pions are the dominant particle species produced
in the collisions at the lower momentum which dominate the pT integrated
results. Figures 6.8 and 6.9 show LS and US correlations for 3 centralities. All














































 Run 2011 allpi LS: 8
Figure 6.8 Like-Sign correlations, ∆ρ
ρref
, of pions for 200 GeV pT -integrated
data from Run 2011. The correlations are in centrality IDs 0, 4 and 8 (i.e.,
centrality percentages 84 − 93%, 50 − 60% and 10 − 20% respectively). No












































 Run 2011 allpi US: 8
Figure 6.9 Unlike-Sign correlations, ∆ρ
ρref
, of pions for 200 GeV pT -integrated
data from Run 2011. The correlations are in centrality IDs 0, 4 and 8 (i.e.,
centrality percentages 84 − 93%, 50 − 60% and 10 − 20% respectively). No
pre-factor has been applied.
However, different ranges of momenta contribute different weight to
pT -integrated correlations. Figure 6.10 shows the LS correlations for different
momentum cut bins for a centrality bin 5. From Figure 6.10 it is evident
that the sharp peak in LS correlation (quantum correlation) appears almost
exclusively in diagonal cut bins (e.g., cut bins 0, 6, 12, 18 and 24). In the
diagonal cut bins the vector difference between the pair of momenta can be
small, which allows the HBT correlations to dominate at (η∆, φ∆)→ (0, 0). A
few cut bins such as 1, 2, 5 and 10 show some new features which were not
seen in pT integrated correlations. In cut bins 1 and 5, a closer look shows that
there is a small volcano shaped enhancement in correlations around (η∆, φ∆)→
(0, 0). However, in cut bins 2 and 10 there is a suppression in correlation. The
reason for suppression in the correlation near (η∆, φ∆) → (0, 0) is not well
understood. However, Coulomb repulsion might be playing a role to prevent
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two particles from being too close to each other resulting a small suppressed
correlation in that region.
Similarly, Figure 6.11 shows the US correlations in different momentum
cut bins in the same centrality as in Figure 6.8. In the US correlations, the
sharp 2D exponential peak dominate the diagonal bins. Besides a Coulomb
attraction between the unlike-signed pions, the correlation between e+ and e−
contamination1 might have contributed to the correlations. The near side 2D
Gaussian amplitude increases as the momentum of the particles increases. For
example, in cut bin 24, the 2D Gaussian structure is a dominant component
whereas in cut bin 0 the 2D exponential component is dominant.
The correlations in all-yT cut bins have been studied for all 11 centrality
bins. The most common features for the π−π correlations can be summarized
as follows.
Like-Sign Correlations:
Quadrupole model element is evident in all centralities and all cut bins
conforming non-identified particle correlation result. Similarly, a 2D Gaussian
on (η∆, φ∆) and dipole (jets) appear at higher yT only, where gluon fragmenting
into LS π+π is energetically more demanding than into π+ and π− . However,
1D Gaussian on η∆ is seen only in the peripheral collision centralities at lower
yT . Similarly, the 2D exponential is present only along diagonal cut bins
1The identified particles are not 100% pure. Contamination of electrons in the pion
sample is one of the major causes of lower pion purity at lower momentum.
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(e.g., 0, 6, 12, 18 and 24) as expected for HBT correlations. Minijets and
elliptic flow correlations are evident throughout the yT and centrality ranges.
The unknown structures at (0,0) in yT bins 1, 5 (low yT ) is perhaps due to
Coulomb repulsion between low pT pions.
Unlike-Sign Correlations:
The dipole, quadrupole and 2D Gaussian are significant in all centrali-
ties and all cut bins for the US correlations. The 1D Gaussian on η∆ appears
only in the lower half of the momentum range (e.g., cut bins: 0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 6,
7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 15 and 16) and for centrality< 4 (peripheral collisions). Simi-
larly, the 2D exponential component appears in a band close to the diagonal
bins (e.g. cut bins: 0, 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16 and 17) only. The
2D Gaussian and dipole appears much more prominently than in LS correla-
tions and the 2D Gaussian develops the leptokurtic shape at higher yT bins as
expected for HBT. This is also seen in non-identified particle correlations and
may indicate the reduction in the “ridge” correlation relative to the central
(η∆ ∼ 0) portion of the jet. Evidence of the same-side, η-elongation, or the
“ridge” seen in non-identified 2D-exponential seen at lower yT , as expected for
conversion e+e−.
These results suggest that minijets and elliptic flow correlations are
evident in all centralities and yT bins, while soft physics related correlations
due to hadronization, soft-fragmentation and charge-ordering effects appear
inly in more peripheral collisions at lower pT .
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Figure 6.10 Like-Sign correlations, ∆ρ
ρref
, of pions for 200 GeV in different
yT sub-bins for a centrality 38 − 46%. The yT spectrum is sub-divided into
5 sub-bins that creates 5 × 5 = 25 cut bins for the correlations. The binning
scheme is discussed in Chapter 3. Correlations in (yT1, yT2) are statistically
equal to those in symmetric bin (yT2, yT1).
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Figure 6.11 Unlike-Sign correlations, ∆ρ
ρref
, of pions for 200 GeV in different
yT sub-bins for a centrality 38− 46%. The yT spectrum is sub-divided into 5
sub-bins that creates 5× 5 = 25 cut bins for correlations. The binning scheme
is discussed in Chapter 3. Correlations in (yT1, yT2) are statistically equal to
those in symmetric bin (yT2, yT1).
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Fitting Parameter v22[2D]:
All the pion-pion correlations were fitted using some or all components
of the 6-component fitting model in Equation 6.1. The correlation structures
strongly evolve with centrality and with the momentum cut bin. There are
many sharp transitions in the structures. In some centralities, correlations in
a cut bin are completely different than the correlations in another cut bin in
its neighborhood. Based on visual observation, in some spaces, the correlation
(e.g., cut bin 15 in LS correlations Figure 6.10) structure can be represented
with just two components, the dipole and quadrupole. Fitting with more than
the required components potentially causes fitting ambiguities. In some spaces,
the 6-component model is not sufficient to represent the structure in the data.
For example, the “volcano” structure in cut bin 5 of LS correlations in 6.10
cannot be modeled with the 6-components. Therefore, fitting all correlation
structures with a single model suffers either from fit ambiguities or from poor
overall description of data. Based on visual inspection of correlation struc-
tures, only the relevant components of the 6-component model have been used
in the present fitting procedure to reduce the effect of fitting ambiguities while
obtaining a reasonable description of the correlations. A careful and minute
study of each structure is ultimately required to find the best fitting param-
eters for all model elements. From the pool of 2134 correlations structures
(correlations of 2 types (LS and US) and 11 centralities × 25 π-π, 16 K-K,
9 p-p, 20 π-K, 15 π-p, and 12 K-p cut bins) correlations , it is a challenge
to come up with a suitable fit function in order to accurately determine the
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a trends of all the parameters. The results in this thesis are representative of
the general trends of the parameters.
Figure 6.12 shows the cut bin-wise trend of v22[2D] with centrality.
The x-axis of the figure represents a measure of centrality, ν (defined as
Nbinary
Nparticipant/2
)2 , computed at fixed energy (200GeV) reported in Table III [5].
The trends of v22[2D] for most of the momentum bins are consistent with pre-
viously studied trend.
2As discussed in Chapter 3: Nbinary ≡ Nbin and Nparticipant ≡ Npart.
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Figure 6.12 pion-pion v22[2D] as a function of centrality measure ν (most
peripheral in left to most central in right). LS: bold line with filled circle. US:
dotted line with open circle. The 25 cut bins are according to binning scheme
for π − π correlations as discussed in Chapter 3.
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6.4 K −K Correlations
Figure 6.13 and 6.14 show pT -integrated K − K correlations. New
feature, a “volcano” like shape, appears centered at (η∆, φ∆ → (0, 0)) in US
correlations. Similarly, in LS correlations, 2D Gaussian and 2D exponential












































 Run 2011 allk LS: 8
Figure 6.13 Like-Sign correlations, ∆ρ
ρref
, of kaons-kaons for 200 GeV pT -
integrated data from Run 2011. The correlations are in centrality IDs 0, 4 and
8 (i.e., centrality percentages 84− 93%, 50− 60% and 10− 20% respectively).









































 Run 2011 allk US: 8
Figure 6.14 Unlike-Sign correlations, ∆ρ
ρref
, of kaons-kaons for 200 GeV pT -
integrated data from Run 2011. The correlations are in centrality IDs 0, 4 and
8 (i.e., centrality percentages 84− 93%, 50− 60% and 10− 20% respectively).
No pre-factor has been applied.
Figures 6.15 and 6.16 show that in centrality 38− 46% correlations in
different momentum ranges show different shapes. The structure of correla-
tions are representative of the general trends of structures in all centralities. In
the diagonal bins of K-K US correlations, the structure due to φ-meson decay
to K+K− (discussed in next section 6.4) dominates the structure. Although
there is a visible 2D Gaussian component in US correlations, it is completely
absent in LS correlations. In LS correlations, in diagonal bins (e.g., in cut bins:
0, 5, 10, 15), a 2D exponential is a significant component. This component is



















































































































































































































































































































































Figure 6.15 Like-Sign correlations, ∆ρ
ρref
, of kaons for 200 GeV in different
yT sub-bins for a centrality 38− 46%. The yT spectrum is sub-divided into 4
sub-bins that creates 4× 4 = 16 cut bins for correlations. The binning scheme































































































































































































































































































































Figure 6.16 Unlike-Sign correlations, ∆ρ
ρref
, of kaons for 200 GeV in different
yT sub-bins for a centrality 38− 46%. The yT spectrum is sub-divided into 4
sub-bins that creates 4× 4 = 16 cut bins for correlations. The binning scheme
is discussed in Chapter 3. 140
φ-Meson Decay:
The φ-meson is a resonant particle of mass 1019.4 MeV/c2 [74]. It
is formed by a strange quark and anti-quark pair in the early stage of the
collision and decays through different channels. The φ → K+ + K− is one of
the dominant channels. In K −K US correlations a clean signal of φ decay is
seen. Because of the radial thrust of the system formed after the collision, the
decay products of the φ-meson hit detector at an opening angle< 180◦. The
opening angle is a function of parent φ-meson momentum; becoming narrower
for higher momentum. Because of the opening angle there is an enhancement
in the correlation for (η∆, φ∆) ≈ opening angle. The opening angle can be
derived using definition of invariant mass. When a mass M decays to two
masses m1 and m2 near mid-rapidity with respective momenta p1 and p2, the
opening angle θ between the momenta can be derived using Equation 6.4,
given approximately by
M2 = m21 +m
2
2 + 2(E1E2 − ~p1.~p2)








T2 − 2pT1pT2 cos θ,
(6.4)
where m1 = m2 = 0.4937GeV/c
2 (mass of K), M = 1019.4 MeV/c2 (mass
of φ-meson) and pT  pZ is assumed for high momentum at mid-rapidity.





In this thesis, the bin width of histogram along η∆ is 0.16 = 7.93 deg
at η∆ = 0 and bin width along φ∆ is 0.25 = 14.4 deg. Therefore, the symmet-
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Table 6.1 The opening angle θ for different combination of yT1 and yT2.
rical volcano shape in correlation appears elongated along η∆. Table 6.1 lists
the opening angles for different combinations of yT -pairs. It is seen that the
opening angle is larger when yT1 = yT2.
LS Correlations:
Figure 6.15 shows LS correlations for centrality 5. The LS correlations
in kaons have dipole and quadrupole as main components in all centralities.
The 2D exponential due to HBT is present only in diagonal bins (e.g., 0, 5,
10 and 15). In centrality> 2, 2D Gaussian appears in higher momentum re-
gion (e.g., cut bins 10, 11, 14, 15). There is negative same side 2D Gaussian
in centrality> 3 in some of the lower momentum off-diagonal bins (e.g., 1,
2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, and 9). This is a new correlation feature, not obviously ob-
served in unidentified particle correlations, and much stronger than π-π. For
higher yT , it may be due to hadronization kinematics where hadron fragmenta-
tion into like-sighed K±-K± pair is energetically disfavored at the momentum
range studied in this thesis. Similarly, for off-diagonal cut bins (yT1 6= yT2)




Figure 6.16 shows LS correlations for centrality 5. As an new feature, a
same-side ‘volcano’ peak which is shown to be consistent with φ→ K+ +K−
decays appears (see Section 6.4). The φ decay dominates the diagonal cut
bins on lower momentum region. There was no attempt to fit the correlation
due to resonance decay of φ. Therefore, the decay region was excluded from
the model fitting. The cut of resonance region in η∆ was made on the basis
of opening angles as shown in Table 6.1. The US correlation doesn’t show 1D
Gaussian and 2D exponential components however, dipole, quadrupole and
2D Gaussian components are found in all centralities.
Attempts were made to make a cut in invariant mass such that all
tracks those could potentially be decay of φ-meson be removed. The attempts
was not successful because the φ-meson is spread in wider range of invariant
mass spectrum. Therefore, the region contributed by the decay correlations
were removed and the remaining structure were fitted to extract important
fitting parameters such as v2[2D].
Fitting Parameter v22[2D]:
Figures 6.17 and 6.18 show some of the examples of effectiveness of
fitting function for LS and US correlation and Figure 6.19 shows one of the
fitting parameters, v22[2D], for cut bin 5. Figure 6.20 shows the cut bin-wise
143
trend of v22[2D] with centrality. The x-axis of the figure represents a measure
of centrality, ν, computed at fixed energy (200 GeV) and reported in Table III

















































































































































































































































Figure 6.17 Top row: LS correlations, ∆ρ
ρref
, of kaons in cut bin 5 for cen-
tralities 38 − 46%, 28 − 38% and 18 − 28%. Middle row: model fit of the
correlations on the top row. Bottom row: residual (data from top row - model




















































































































































































































































Figure 6.18 Top row: US correlations, ∆ρ
ρref
, of kaons in cut bin 5 for central-
ities 38-46%, 28-38% and 18-28%. Middle row: model fit of the correlations.
Bottom row: residual (data - model fit). The volcano like region was excluded
before fitting the correlations. 146
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Figure 6.19 kaon-kaon v22[2D] as a function of centrality measure ν for
(yT , yT ) cut bin 5. The error bars are fitting errors only. Because of low
statistics in the most peripheral centrality bin, the correlation was not fitted
there.
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Figure 6.20 kaon-kaon v22[2D] as a function of centrality measure ν (most
peripheral in left to most central in right). LS: bold line with filled circle. US:
dotted line with open circle. The 16 cut bins are according to binning scheme
for K − K correlations as discussed in Chapter 3. Due to low statistics the
fitting parameters for the most peripheral centrality bin were not obtained and
were set to 0. 148
6.5 p− p Correlations
Figure 6.21 and 6.22 show pT -integrated p−p correlations. Similarly, in
Figures 6.23 and 6.24 evolution of correlation with the momentum ranges for
a centrality bin 38-46% are presented. As a new feature, there is huge same-
side suppression in the correlation around (η∆, φ∆) → (0, 0) in both LS and
US correlations. This suppression increases toward lower yT , which suggests
kinematic suppression of soft parton fragmentation into p-p and p̄-p̄ pairs.
Baryon number conservation would require fragmentation into p, p̄, p, p̄, or 4
nucleons. Therefore the determining physics is conservation of baryon number
which requires protons to be made in p-p̄ pairs, if these are from fragmenting
gluons. The mid-rapidity region in Au+Au system has lower, net baryon
number so any sort of fragmentation from that system must produce protons
only in p-p̄ pairs. This requirement costs 2×938 MeV in energy, which strongly
reduces the probability of such processes in the pT ranges studies in this thesis.
If we looked at pT > 10’s of GeV/c then I would expect the suppression to go
away. We see a hint of that in data at the higher yT compared with the lower.
Because of the magnitude of this same-side suppression it may not
be possible to determine the presence or not of a positive 2D Gaussian (jet
structure) in LS correlations. Also, 2D exponential component is not seen as
a dominant component. The same-side suppression is present in US but not
as strong as for LS correlation. This weaker suppression in consistent with the
interpretation in terms of soft parton fragmentation into p-p̄ which does not
require as much energy. The quadrupole can however be fitter for both LS
149





































































 Run11 allp LS: 8
Figure 6.21 Like-Sign correlations, ∆ρ
ρref
, of protons for 200 GeV pT -
integrated data from Run 2011. The correlations are in centrality IDs 0, 4
and 8 (i.e., centrality percentages 84 − 93%, 50 − 60% and 10 − 20% respec-





































































 Run11 allp US: 8
Figure 6.22 Unlike-Sign correlations, ∆ρ
ρref
, of protons for 200 GeV pT -
integrated data from Run 2011. The correlations are in centrality IDs 0, 4
and 8 (i.e., centrality percentages 84 − 93%, 50 − 60% and 10 − 20% respec-



























































































































































































Figure 6.23 Like-Sign correlations, ∆ρ
ρref
, of protons for 200 GeV in different
yT sub-bins for a centrality 38-46%. The yT spectrum is sub-divided into 3
sub-bins that creates 3× 3 = 9 cut bins for correlations. The binning scheme

































































































































































































Figure 6.24 Unlike-Sign correlations, ∆ρ
ρref
, of protons for 200 GeV in differ-
ent yT sub-bins for a centrality 38-46%. The yT spectrum is sub-divided into 3
sub-bins that creates 3× 3 = 9 cut bins for correlations. The binning scheme
is discussed in Chapter 3. 152
Fitting Parameter v22[2D]:
Figures 6.25 and 6.26 show examples of the effectiveness of the fitting
function for LS and US correlation and Figure 6.27 shows one of the fitting
parameters, v22[2D], for cut bin 5. Figure 6.28 shows the cut bin-wise trend
of v22[2D] with centrality. The x-axis of the figure represents a measure of
centrality, ν, computed at fixed energy (200 GeV) and reported in Table III
[5]. The trends of v22[2D] for most of the momentum bins are consistent with




























































































































































































































Figure 6.25 Top row: LS correlations, ∆ρ
ρref
, of protons in cut bin 5 for
centralities 38 − 46%, 28 − 38% and 18 − 28%. Middle row: model fit of the
correlations on top row. Bottom row: residual (data from top row - model fit



































































































































































































































Figure 6.26 Top row: US correlations, ∆ρ
ρref
, of protons in cut bin 4 for
centralities 38-46%, 28-38% and 18-28%. Middle row: model fit of the corre-
lations. Bottom row: residual (data - model fit).
155
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Figure 6.27 proton-proton v22[2D] as a function of centrality measure ν for
(yT , yT ) cut bin 4. The error bars are fitting errors only. Because of low
statistics in the most peripheral centrality bin, the correlation was not fitted
there.
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Figure 6.28 proton-proton v22[2D] as a function of centrality measure ν
(most peripheral in left to most central in right). LS: bold line with filled
circle. US: dotted line with open circle. The 9 cut bins are according to binning
scheme for p− p correlations as discussed in Chapter 3. Due to low statistics
the fitting parameter for the most peripheral centrality bin, the correlations
were not fitted. The results for this bin are plotted at 0.157
6.6 π −K Correlations
Figures 6.43 and 6.44 show pion-kaon correlations for 200 GeV pT -
integrated data from Run 2011. Compared to all-particle correlations or π-
π correlations, the π-K LS correlation doesn’t show a positive peak around
(η∆, φ∆) → (0, 0) in most of the centralities. The π-K US correlations, how-







































































 Run 2011 allpik LS: 8
Figure 6.29 Like-Sign correlations, ∆ρ
ρref
, of pion-kaon for 200 GeV pT -
integrated data from Run 2011. The correlations are in centrality IDs 0, 4
and 8 (i.e., centrality percentages 84 − 93%, 50 − 60% and 10 − 20% respec-



































































 Run 2011 allpik US: 8
Figure 6.30 Unlike-Sign correlations, ∆ρ
ρref
, of pion-kaon for 200 GeV pT -
integrated data from Run 2011. The correlations are in centrality IDs 0, 4 and
8 (i.e., centrality percentages 84− 93%, 50− 60% and 10− 20% respectively).
No pre-factor has been applied.
In Figures 6.31 and 6.32 the evolution of π-K LS and US correlations
as a function of momentum are shown. The correlations presented are for
centrality bin 38-46%. In the LS correlations, the 2D positive exponential
peak is absent. The same-side 2D Gaussian amplitude changes from negative
in the lower momentum region to a small positive amplitude in the higher
momentum region. The 2D Gaussian for higher yT is expected for parton
fragmentation into the heavier kaon. The Quadrupole is common structures
in all centralities for both LS and US correlations.
In the US correlations, most of the cut bins show dipole, quadrupole,
2D Gaussian and 2D exponential as major components in correlations. The
2D exponential component is possibly due to Coulomb attraction. However, in
some cut bins (e.g., cut bin 16) the structure is possibly due to the resonance
159
decay of K∗ → K + π3.
Figure 6.31 Like-Sign correlations, ∆ρ
ρref
, of pion-kaon for 200 GeV in dif-
ferent yT sub-bins for a centrality 38-46%. The yT spectrum for pion is sub-
divided into 5 sub-bins and kaon is sub-divided into 4 sub-bins that creates
5×4 = 20 cut bins for correlations. The binning scheme is discussed in Chapter
3.
3K∗ is a resonant particle of mass 891.66MeV/c2. The dominant decay channel of K∗
to K-π pairs of opposite charge signs [74].
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Figure 6.32 Unlike-Sign correlations, ∆ρ
ρref
, of pion-kaon for 200 GeV in
different yT sub-bins for a centrality 38-46%. The yT spectrum for pion is sub-
divided into 5 sub-bins and kaon is sub-divided into 4 sub-bins that creates




























































































































































































































Figure 6.33 Top row: LS correlations, ∆ρ
ρref
, of pion-kaon in cut bin 7 for
centralities 38 − 46%, 28 − 38% and 18 − 28%. Middle row: model fit of the
correlations on top row. Bottom row: residual (data from top row - model fit




























































































































































































































Figure 6.34 Top row: US correlations, ∆ρ
ρref
, of pion-kaon in cut bin 7 for
centralities 38 − 46%, 28 − 38% and 18 − 28%. Middle row: model fit of the
correlations on top row. Bottom row: residual (data from top row - model fit
from middle row). 163
In Figures 6.33 and 6.34 model fitting of π-K LS and US correlations
for a particular cut bin in three centralities are shown. The LS correlation
is fitted with dipole, quadrupole and negative 2D Gaussian components. The
US correlations, however, are fitted with all 6-components. A volcano shaped
structure in the residual of US correlation fitting (bottom row in Figure 6.34
is possibly due to the resonance decay of K∗. Figure 6.35 shows the evolution
of v22[2D] as a function of the centrality parameter ν for (yT , yT ) cut bin 7.
ν



















Figure 6.35 pion-kaon v22[2D] as a function of centrality measure ν for
(yT , yT ) cut bin 7. The error bars are fitting errors only. Because of low
statistics in the most peripheral centrality bin, the correlation was not fitted
there.
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6.7 π − p Correlations
Figures 6.36 and 6.37 show pion-proton correlations for 200 GeV pT -
integrated data from Run 2011. Compared to all-particle correlations or π-
π correlations, the π-p LS correlation doesn’t show a positive peak around
(η∆, φ∆) → (0, 0) in most of the centralities. Except for the most peripheral
centrality bin, the pi-p US correlations are comparable to π-π US correlations.





































































 Run 2011 allpip LS: 8
Figure 6.36 Like-Sign correlations, ∆ρ
ρref
, of pion-proton for 200 GeV pT -
integrated data from Run 2011. The correlations are in centrality IDs 0, 4 and
8 (i.e., centrality percentages 84− 93%, 50− 60% and 10− 20% respectively).






































































 Run 2011 allpip US: 8
Figure 6.37 Unlike-Sign correlations, ∆ρ
ρref
, of pion-proton for 200 GeV pT -
integrated data from Run 2011. The correlations are in centrality IDs 0, 4 and
8 (i.e., centrality percentages 84− 93%, 50− 60% and 10− 20% respectively).
No pre-factor has been applied.
In Figures 6.38 and 6.39 the evolution of pi-p LS and US correlations as
a function of momentum are shown. The correlations presented are for a cen-
trality bin 38-46%. In the LS correlations, the 2D positive exponential peak is
absent because HBT correlation is absent in different species of particles. The
same-side 2D Gaussian amplitude changes from negative in lower momentum
region to small positive amplitude in higher momentum region. The near-side
suppression in correlation at (0,0) indicates kinematic suppression in fragment-
ing to proton, which requires p-p̄ pair production with its large energy cost.
The quadrupole is common structures in all centralities in LS correlation. The
dipole becomes stronger at higher yT
In the US correlations, most of the cut bins show dipole, quadrupole, 2D
Gaussian and 2D exponential as major components in correlations. However,
in some cut bins (e.g., cut bin 5) a structure (broad in eta∆, same-side peak
166
at (0,0)) possibly due to resonance decay of Λ̄ → π+ + p̄4. If the structure
is not due to the Λ-decay, it is a new feature in correlations. It is interesting
to note that this new feature dominates the correlation structure only in cut
bin 5. Also not that Λ decays a few cm from the primary vertex. The decay
products (π, p) may therefore be included in primary particle sample used for
the correlation analysis.
4Λ is a particle of mass 1115.68MeV/c2. The dominant decay channel of Λ to p-π pairs
of opposite signs [74].
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Figure 6.38 Like-Sign correlations, ∆ρ
ρref
, of pion-proton for 200 GeV in dif-
ferent yT sub-bins for a centrality 38-46%. The yT spectrum for pion is sub-
divided into 5 sub-bins and proton is sub-divided into 3 sub-bins that creates
5×3 = 15 cut bins for correlations. The binning scheme is discussed in Chapter
3.
168
Figure 6.39 Unlike-Sign correlations, ∆ρ
ρref
, of pion-proton for 200 GeV in
different yT sub-bins for a centrality 38-46%. The yT spectrum for pion is
sub-divided into 5 sub-bins and proton is sub-divided into 3 sub-bins that
































































































































































































































Figure 6.40 Top row: LS correlations, ∆ρ
ρref
, of pion-proton in cut bin 7
for centralities 38-46%, 28-38% and 18-28%. Middle row: model fit of the





























































































































































































































Figure 6.41 Top row: US correlations, ∆ρ
ρref
, of pion-proton in cut bin 7
for centralities 38-46%, 28-38% and 18-28%. Middle row: model fit of the
correlations. Bottom row: residual (data - model fit).
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In Figures 6.40 and 6.41 model fitting of pi-p LS and US correlations
for a particular cut bin in three centralities are shown. The LS correlation
is fitted with dipole, quadrupole and negative 2D Gaussian components. The
US correlations, however, are fitted with all 6-components. Figure 6.42 shows
the evolution of v22[2D] as a function of the centrality parameter ν for (yT , yT )
cut bin 7.
ν



















Figure 6.42 pion-proton v22[2D] as a function of centrality measure ν for
(yT , yT ) cut bin 7. The error bars are fitting errors only. Because of low
statistics in the most peripheral centrality bin, the correlation was not fitted
there.
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6.8 K − p Correlations
Figures 6.43 and 6.44 show kaon-proton correlations for 200 GeV pT -
integrated data from Run 2011. Compared to all-particle correlations or π-
π correlations, the K-p LS correlation doesn’t show a positive peak around
(η∆, φ∆)→ (0, 0) in most of the centralities. Similarly, US correlations do not






































































 Run 2011 allkp LS: 8
Figure 6.43 Like-Sign correlations, ∆ρ
ρref
, of kaon-proton for 200 GeV pT -
integrated data from Run 2011. The correlations are in centrality IDs 0, 4 and
8 (i.e., centrality percentages 84− 93%, 50− 60% and 10− 20% respectively).




































































 Run 2011 allkp US: 8
Figure 6.44 Unlike-Sign correlations, ∆ρ
ρref
, of kaon-proton for 200 GeV pT -
integrated data from Run 2011. The correlations are in centrality IDs 0, 4 and
8 (i.e., centrality percentages 84− 93%, 50− 60% and 10− 20% respectively).
No pre-factor has been applied.
In Figures 6.45 and 6.46 the evolution of K-p LS and US correlations
as a function of momentum are shown. The correlations are presented for a
centrality bin 38-46%. In the LS correlations, the 2D positive exponential peak
is absent. The same-side 2D Gaussian amplitude remains negative in most of
the cut bins. The suppression in correlations may be due to reduced probability
of nearby K-p due to baryon number and flavor conservation where to get the
LS K-p pair requires fragmenting into K+, K−, p, p̄ costing a bing energy.
There is no evidence of jet-structure in LS correlations. The quadrupole is
common structures in all centralities for both LS and US correlations. In the
US correlations, most of the cut bins show quadrupole and 2D Gaussian as
major components in correlations. However, in some cut bins (e.g., cut bin 4)
the structure is possibly due to resonance decay of ¯Λ(1520)→ K+ + p̄5.
5Λ(1520) is a resonant particle of mass 1119.5MeV/c2. The possibility of Λ(1520) decay
174
Figure 6.45 Like-Sign correlations, ∆ρ
ρref
, of kaon-proton for 200 GeV in
different yT sub-bins for a centrality 38-46%. The yT spectrum for kaon is
sub-divided into 4 sub-bins and proton is sub-divided into 3 sub-bins that
creates 4 × 3 = 12 cut bins for correlations. The binning scheme is discussed
in Chapter 3.
into K−-p pairs has been studied in [75].
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Figure 6.46 Unlike-Sign correlations, ∆ρ
ρref
, of kaon-proton for 200 GeV in
different yT sub-bins for a centrality 38-46%. The yT spectrum for kaon is
sub-divided into 4 sub-bins and proton is sub-divided into 3 sub-bins that
















































































































































































































Figure 6.47 Top row: LS correlations, ∆ρ
ρref
, of kaon-proton in cut bin 5
for centralities 38-46%, 28-38% and 18-28%. Middle row: model fit of the































































































































































































































Figure 6.48 Top row: US correlations, ∆ρ
ρref
, of kaon-proton in cut bin 5
for centralities 38-46%, 28-38% and 18-28%. Middle row: model fit of the
correlations. Bottom row: residual (data - model fit).
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In Figures 6.47 and 6.48 model fitting of K-p LS and US correlations
for a particular cut bin in three centralities are shown. Both of the LS and US
correlations are fitted with dipole, quadrupole and negative 2D Gaussian and
2D exponential components. Figure 6.49 shows the evolution of v22[2D] as a
function of the centrality parameter ν for (yT , yT ) cut bin 5.
ν


















Figure 6.49 kaon-proton v22[2D] as a function of centrality measure ν for
(yT , yT ) cut bin 5. The error bars are fitting errors only. Because of low
statistics in the most peripheral centrality bin, the correlation was not fitted
there.
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6.9 v2[2D] and measured v2[EP ]
v2[EP ] of identified particles have been measured as a function of pT in
Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV by the PHENIX experiment [13][4]. In
the paper [13], v2[EP ] was measured using event-plane method, in which single
particle density in azimuth (φ) and estimated reaction-plane angle Ψ (in paper
ΦRP ) are used. However, we have used two-particle pair density in (η∆, φ∆) and
no reaction plane angle is required while calculating v22[2D]. Because v2[EP ]
measured in Reference [13] and v2[2D] are essentially identical [76], results are
expected to be comparable in selected regions of momentum space (in selected
cut bins). However, the identified particle dependent v2[EP ] measurement of
Reference [13] differs from the present measurements in several ways: (1) only
one particle of the pair is identified, those used to determine the reaction-plane
are non-identified, (2) the central tracking arm and beam counter used for the
reaction-plane are separated in η by 3-4 units, (3) the identified particles are
binned in pT while the reaction-plane particles are not, and (4) it is assumed
that the quadrupole amplitude AQ(η∆) ∝ v2,P ID(η1) v2,non−PID(η2)6 where
|η1| < 0.35, |η2| ∈ [3, 4] and such factorization has not been demonstrated. In
the present data both particles are identified, both cover the same |η| ≤ 1.8
range7, both are binned in pT (yT ) and only AQ = 2v
2
2[2D] is reported where
the factorization assumption is not needed. Besides these differences, central-
ity cuts, particle identification efficiencies are also not one-to-one comparable.
6PID = identified particle
7When only TPC is included, |η| ≤ 2.
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Therefore, we cannot make a quantitative comparisons of the
√
v22[2D] to pre-
viously studied v2[EP ], but instead qualitative comparison of the magnitudes
of v2 are given.
In Figure 6.50, v2[2D] measures for identified particle pairs π-π, K-K
and p-p are shown. The v2[EP ] results from Reference [13] are overlaid on
top of the v2[2D] results. The v2[2D] are measured from diagonal cut bins
(where momenta of both particles in pairs are comparable within the range
of the cut bin defined in Section 3.7) for each particle pair. Momentum pT is
calculated as a mean of the momentum range in each cut bin. Note that the
pT range is obtained from corresponding yT values in the range. The results
are of comparable magnitude within errors.
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Figure 6.50 Measurement of azimuthal anisotropy v2[2D] of π, K and p
as a function of pT in Au+Au at 200 GeV. PHENIX results for centrality
40-60% (filled points) have been taken from Reference [13]. Open points are














































(c) Trend of v2 for p.
Figure 6.51 Peak values of v2[2D] near mid-central for identified particles
as a function pT for centrality 46-55%.
6.10 Systematic error in v22 and v2
PID contamination impurities and inefficiencies associated with the
particle identification process causes systematic error (see Section 3.11) for
the correlations of identified particles. The systematic error in the correla-
tions propagates to the v22 and v2 measures. Therefore errors will be discussed
in this section.
Measured identified sibling (ρ̂sibexp,ij) and reference (ρ̂
ref
exp,ij) pair densities
are related to pure sibling (ρ̂sibkl ) and reference (ρ̂
ref
























where i = π,K, p and aik is the probability that assumed particle type i,
is actually particle type k, and the hat indicates that the densities are unit
normal. (see Section 3.8)
From Equation 6.5, the correlation measure is derived using the same




























∼ 1 indicating that the ratio of unit normal densities in (η∆, φ∆)
is approximately independent of PID.
Equation 6.1 can be written as
∆ρ̂
ρ̂ref
= 2v22 cos(2φ∆) + ..., (6.7)
where 2v22 = Aquadrupole and ‘...’ represents all other terms in Equation 6.1. So































kl aikajl = v
2
2,ij because total probability is unity.










2,kl − v22,ij). (6.9)
This error is only present for pT > 2 GeV/c. The average contamina-
tion fraction for pT ∈ [2, 3] GeV/c are estimated from Figures 5.5, 5.6 and
5.7. The measured v22,ij at the higher (pT , pT ) and at mid-centrality are also
presented in Figures 6.12, 6.20 and 6.28. Using Tables 6.2 and 6.3 and Equa-





are calculated for all i, j = π,K, p and
fractional error in v22 and v2 are obtained.
Probability that observed particle is π,K or p (aik)
π 0.95 0.05 0.00
K 0.1 0.88 0.02
p 0 0.02 0.98
Table 6.2 Observed particle probability.
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v22 for higher pT at mid-centrality
v22,ij π K p
π 0.02 0.022 0.028
K 0.022 0.025 0.032
p 0.028 0.032 0.04
Table 6.3 v22 for identified particles.
Fractional error in v22 =
∆(v22)ij
v2,ij2




− 1 = ∆(v2)ij
v2,ij
(6.10)
Table 6.4 shows the systematic errors for different combinations of PID.
If the contamination probability is independent of centrality, then these frac-
tional errors at mid-centrality approximately apply to all centralities.







π π 0.02000 0.00020 0.0101 0.00505
π K 0.02200 0.00006 0.00300 0.001499
π p 0.02800 0.00008 0.00282 0.00141
K π 0.02200 0.00007 0.00300 0.00149
K K 0.02500 -0.00031 -0.01254 -0.006292
K p 0.03200 -0.00037 -0.011825 -0.00593
p π 0.02800 0.00008 0.002821 0.00141
p K 0.03200 -0.00037 -0.011825 -0.00593
p p 0.04000 -0.00032 -0.00799 -0.00403







0 0.00075 0.002 0.17
1 0.00075 0.011 0.034
2 0.00015 0.028 0.026
3 0.00035 0.070 0.025
4 0.00055 0.136 0.020
5 0.00075 0.201 0.018
6 0.009 0.270 0.017
7 0.01 0.268 0.018
8 0.0075 0.179 0.021
9 0.005 0.063 0.039
10 0.0045 0.001 1.35
Table 6.5 Fractional errors in v2 for non-identified particles.
The PID error is less than 1% which slightly increases for the larger yT
values. Table 6.5 shows the error in v2 for different centralities calculated from
error in quadrupole amplitude (AQ). The errors in AQ are average values of ±
errors listed in Table III of Reference [5]. It shows that the systematic errors
are about ±2%-±4% in v2 except for the most-peripheral and the most-central
bins (bin 0 and 10), where v2 ∼ 0.
6.11 Factorization
The measured v22 is a function of the type of particle-pair and the pT (yT )
of each particle in the pair. Factorization assumes that v22 can be decomposed
into factors as shown in Equation 6.11
v22,ij(pT i, pTj) = v2i(pT i)v2j(pTj), (6.11)
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where i, j are particle-types and pT i and pTj are the momenta of the particles.
The different combinations of particles and the momentum bins are discussed
in Sections 6.8 and 3.7. The factorization is a necessary but not sufficient
condition for the quadrupole correlations to be due to independent, event-wise






[1 + 2v2i(pT )cos[2(φi −Ψij)]] , (6.12)
where Ψij is reaction plane angle for j
th event.
The correlations measured in particle and momentum spaces allows
tests of factorization. If the data agree with factorization, then a single particle
event plane source of the quadrupole is consistent with data, but not necessary,
as any 2-particle correlation of the form kfi(pT i)fj(pTj) cos(2φ∆) will agree
with factorization results, not just that obtained from a single event plane
with angle Ψ.
The factorization assumption was tested for different type particle cor-
relation types. Figures 6.52, 6.53 and 6.54 show how factorization holds in
π-π, K-K and p-p LS correlations, respectively. In the figures, the filled dots
connected by solid lines are the measured v22 in different momentum bins as
a function of centrality. The open triangle symbols are calculated using the
factorization principle. For example, in arbitrary yT1 × yT2 bin, a point in




v22(yT2, yT2). In diagonal bins
it is expected that the product of factors agrees with the v22 values. From the
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figures it is evident that for identical particles, the factorization assumption
holds within errors. Similarly, Figures 6.55, 6.56 and 6.57 show how factor-
ization holds in π-K, π-p and K-p, LS correlations. In the correlations from
different species of particles, the factorization assumption holds within errors.
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Figure 6.52 Factorization test. x-axis in each plot is the centrality measure
in previous figures, e.g., Figure 6.49. LS v22 for π-π is shown with filled red circle
connected by solid red lines and results from factorization for each centrality
are shown in green triangles connected with dashed green lines. Results for
the lowest yT cut bins are excluded due to possible fitting instabilities in cut
bin 0. The match between filled lines and dashed line in diagonal bins is by
construction.
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Figure 6.53 Factorization test. x-axis in each plot is the centrality measure
in previous figures, e.g., Figure 6.49. LS v22 for K-K is shown with filled red
circle connected by solid red lines and results from factorization for each cen-
trality are shown in green triangles connected with dashed green lines. Results
for the lowest yT cut bins are excluded due to possible fitting instabilities in
cut bin 0. The match between filled lines and dashed line in diagonal bins is
by construction.
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Figure 6.54 Factorization test. x-axis in each plot is the centrality measure
in previous figures, e.g., Figure 6.49. LS v22 for p-p is shown with filled red circle
connected by solid red lines and results from factorization for each centrality
are shown in green triangles connected with dashed green lines. The match
between filled lines and dashed line in diagonal bins is by construction.
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K LS cutbin 7π
Products of factors
Figure 6.55 Factorization test. x-axis in the figure is the centrality measure.
LS v22 for π-K for cut bin 7 is shown with filled red circles connected by solid
red lines and result from factorization for each centrality are shown in green
triangles connected with a dashed green line.
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p LS cutbin 7π
Products of factors
Figure 6.56 Factorization test. x-axis in the figure is the centrality measure.
LS v22 for π-p for cut bin 7 is shown with filled red circle connected by solid
red lines and result from factorization for each centrality are shown in green
triangles connected with a dashed green line.
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Kp LS cutbin 5
Products of factors
Figure 6.57 Factorization test. x-axis in the figure is the centrality measure.
LS v22 for K-p for cut bin 5 is shown with filled red circle connected by solid
red line and result from factorization for each centrality are shown in green
triangles connected with a dashed green line.
6.12 Discussion
The study of two-particle angular correlations of identified particles
provides an opportunity to explore the evolution of dynamical processes in the
range of momentum and centrality for each combination of particle pair types.
The information related in the correlation structures could be useful for ad-
vancing more general theoretical models in the future. The CI and CD angular
correlations measured in different specific momentum ranges presented in Ref-
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erence [1][37] presents useful information on the properties of the hot dense
matter formed in the collisions. However, that study did not discriminate
the behavior of correlations for particle species such as for strange mesons
compared to non-strange mesons or for mesons compared to baryons. Also,
that study did not provide information on how the particles of different com-
bination of charge pairs (such as ++, −−, +−, −+, LS, US)8 behave in
the medium. Therefore, this study provides complete measurements of the
light-flavor particles in the two-particle momentum-space, density produced
in Au+Au collisions at 200 GeV center of mass per colliding nucleon-nucleon
pair.
Despite the dominance of pions in the total particle density, π-π LS and
US correlations do not show all the correlation features seen in the all-particle
CI correlations. For example, in LS correlations a 2D exponential is present
only when the momentum of both particles in the pair are comparable within
a range of cut bins. Such correlations could be used to study correlations
with and without HBT. Similarly, the LS correlations do not show a strong
1D Gaussian in η∆. In US correlations the 1D Gaussian appears only in
more peripheral centralities. Turning the 1D Gaussian on and off might be
informative and facilitate analysis of soft, longitudinal fragmentation.
The K-K correlations are interesting because of the presence of strange
quarks. The LS correlations show a same-side negative 2D Gaussian in more
8The CI and CD correlations were derived from LS and US correlations. However, the
information in LS and US correlations were not studied in detail.
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central collisions. This feature is not seen in the all-particle correlations. The
negative amplitude may suggest that the formation of K+K+ or K−K− at
small (η∆, φ∆) is energetically disfavored. In US correlations, the φ-meson
decay dominates in the region where the momentum of both particle in the
pair are comparable. The correlations from the resonance decay products
contain interesting physics [77][78]. However, for the present study, it has
been taken as a background.
The p-p correlations also show significantly different correlations than
the all-particle correlations. Possibly, due to lack of energy to form two nearby
protons, both LS and US correlations show a near-side negative 2D Gaussian.
Many previously unseen structures show up in different momentum ranges.
Such correlations may help in understanding baryon production in heavy-ion
collisions.
Based on careful observation of correlations structures of identified par-
ticles in different collision centralities and in regions of momentum, the follow-
ing physics results can be inferred.
Jets and dijets
As evidenced primarily by the 2D Gaussian and away-side dipole com-
ponents of the correlation structures the following can be inferred:
• Jets and dijets are observed in all PID combinations except for p-p LS
and K-p LS correlations, at least within the pT < 3 GeV/c range studied
in this thesis.
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• The amplitude of the 2D Gaussian increases with pT and centrality when
measured as the number of correlated pair per final-state particle.
• The same-side, η-elongated “ridge” is observed in π-π correlations con-
firming the essential pion nature of the ridge, but it is not (yet) observed
in the non-pion combinations.
• For π-π correlations at higher (yT , yT ) and centrality the jet-like structure
develops a leptokurtic shape, as seen in Reference [37] for non-identified
particle correlations on yT . This shape evolution from a board Gaussian
on η∆ to leptokurtic may be due to the reduction in relative strength of
the dynamical process(es) causing the ridge, relative to the conventional
pQCD jet. A reduction in ridge amplitude at higher pT for non-identified
particle correlations was reported by Kettler [38] and Oldag [79].
• For production of heavier particle pairs ( K and p) the jet correlation’s
emergence is pushed to higher yT , consistent with the required energy
for hadronization into these heavier particles and the energy available
from the scattered and fragmenting parton. The energy requirement for
LS is much more severe than for US due to the requirement of charge,
flavor and baryon number conservation. For example creation of π+-π+
from a neutral source (e.g. gluon) requires production of π+, π−,π+,π−.
Similarly observation of K+-K+ requires production of K+,K−,K+,K−
and p-p must be from p, p̄, p, p̄.
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• For this reason US jet/dijet production in this yT range is larger than
LS.
In summary, all of the presented results remain consistent with minimum-bias
PYTHIA jets and dijets with trends as expected for the selected kinematic
range and with the ridge observations for non-identified particle correlations.
The ridge appears to be mainly composed of pions. Observation of a ridge for
non-pion correlated pairs remains to be studied.
v22[2D] - Quadrupole (elliptic flow)
As evidenced by the measured quadrupole amplitudes in ranges of mo-
mentum following can be inferred:
• The quadrupole is evident in all PID combinations, yT and centrality
bins with the expected increase with pT and characteristic centrality
dependence.
• Generally, the present v2(pT ) obtained as
√
v22(pT1, pT2) for π-π, K-K
and p-p agrees with the event-plane (EP) v2.
• The mass scaling reported in EP determined v2(pT ) for π,K, p is also
observed in the present v22[2D] along the pT1 = pT2 diagonal.
• Off the (pT , pT ) diagonal v22(pT1, pT2) for π-π, K-K and p-p follows the
same mass scaling determined by factorization, i.e., v22,ij(pT1, pT2) =
v2i(pT1)× v2j(pT2) where i, j are particle types.
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• First tests of the factorization hypothesis were done. Factorization is
a necessary but not sufficient test of the event-plane (EP) single parti-
cle asymmetry source for the quadrupole correlation. Factorization was
found to be satisfied for π-π, K-K and p-p across centralities and the
(pT1, pT2) range studied for mid-rapidity particles (η < 1.8).
• This means that for these PID combinations the quadrupole correlation
is consistent with an EP single particle asymmetry source.
• Similarly, for π-K, π-p and K-p factorization is is found to be satisfied
within errors.
In summary, the v2(pT ) for π,K and p follow expectations and factorization
seems to be valid for similar as well as dissimilar PID pairs.
Soft-longitudinal fragmentation (charge ordering)
As mainly evidenced by the 1D Gaussian amplitude on η∆ the following
are inferred
• Soft-longitudinal fragmentation is mainly seen in US π-π, to lesser degree
in LS π-π and even less in π-K US correlations.
• It appears in more peripheral collisions and at lower pT consistent with
previously seen charge ordering on η∆ among the soft hadrons.
• In this thesis I show that this structure is mainly caused by pions.
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• Its disappearance in more central collisions provides evidence for final-
state interactions which destroy the soft particle fragmentation correla-
tions.
In summary, this analysis shows that the observed charge-ordering effects are
dominated by pions, not only because pions dominate the particle multiplicity
at low pT , but also because the 1D Gaussian is absent in non-pion pairs, even
at these low pT .
2D-exponent
The 2D-exponential components of the correlation are caused by HBT
correlations, e+e− conversion contaminations, and final-state Coulomb inter-
action.
• The 2D-exponent is evident in all the expected PID, LS and US combi-
nations and yT ranges.
• For purposes of this analysis these correlations are considered back-
grounds.
New correlation features
In the identified charged particle correlations in ranges of momentum
the following new features are observed:
• The same-side “volcano” in K+-K− is expected from φ-meson decay
and is taken to be a background for this analysis. Similarly, for the
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other cases where possible evidence of the K∗ → π +K, Λ→ π + p and
Λ(1520)→ K− + p are considered backgrounds.
• The same-side suppression centered at (0,0) is stronger for LS than US,
increases for the heavier mass particles and increases at lower yT . It is
most prominent in p-p LS and US correlation but very clear in K-p, K-K
and π-p LS correlations.
In summary, these unusual anti-correlations and their trends on yT , central-
ity and with respect to particle type provide new kinds of correlations con-
straints on hadronization models for heavy-ion collisions. The trends in the
data suggest that any attempt to describe these correlations must account for
energy/momentum conservation (which eliminates AMPT [80] because energy
is not conserved in its hadronization model), and charge, flavor and baryon
number conservation. LUND string fragmentation [81], PYTHIA [15] type jet
formations, AMPT and other coalescence models can now be rigorously tested.
6.13 Future Work
This exhaustive survey of identified particle angular correlation as a
function of centrality and transverse momentum has brought up potentially
very rich information in high energy collisions in RHIC. Because of the complex
mechanism of particle formation, the correlations for all identified particle-
pairs in all cut bins in all centralities cannot be expected be fitted with the
same model. Therefore, finding an appropriate model for each particle type
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combination is important. Because of narrower ranges in momentum varying
particle production rates, the statistics in all sub-spaces are not equally capable
for the correlations fits to measure meaningful physics. Therefore, extending
this study with a larger data sample, which reduces statistical fluctuation,




A detailed survey of angular correlations between two identified parti-
cles were made as a function of centrality and transverse momentum in Au+Au
collisions of
√
sNN = 200 GeV at STAR. The analysis was done using min-
imum bias data from Run 2010 and 2011, where the emphasis was to make
smallest possible set of cuts in the data.
In this dissertation new two-particle correlations for identified particle
pairs were measured. The correlations were measured for 6-types of particle
combinations (ππ, KK, pp, πK, πp and Kp) of both like and unlike charged
sign particles. These data contain a wealth of new information about the two-
particle correlations of identified particles in different projections of 4D space
(yT1, yT2, η∆, φ∆).
In π-π correlations, the evolution of the same-side peak from a broad
Gaussian on η∆ to a leptokurtic shape suggests a change in the longitudinal
broadening mechanism of the jets. The 2D Gaussian and away-side dipole
(jets) appear at higher yT only, where gluon fragmenting into LS π
±-π± is
energetically more demanding than into US π±-π∓ pairs. This analysis shows
that the observed charge-ordering effect is dominated by pions, not only be-
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cause pions dominate the particle multiplicity at low pT , but also because the
1D Gaussian is absent in non-pion pairs, even at these low pT .
For all identified particle pair channels where same-side suppression are
seen at (η∆, φ∆) ∼ (0, 0), the trends of the width and depth of suppressions
with respect to yT and centrality suggest kinematic restriction on fragmenta-
tion or hadronzation to K±K± (i.e. strange quark production into SS or S̄S̄)
and to 2 baryons (pp and p̄p̄). The same-side suppression centered at (0,0) is
stronger for LS than US, increases for the heavier mass particles and increases
at lower yt. It is most prominent in pp LS and pp US but is also very clear in
Kp LS, KK LS and πp LS.
Resonance contributions to the correlation structures can be signifi-
cant. In some cases, a resonance, like the φ-meson decay to K+K−, creates a
same-side “volcano” peak which dominates the correlation structures. Because
resonance decay obscures other important correlation structures, we treated it
as an unwanted background in the present analysis.
To extract the quantitative results, a careful and detailed model fitting
procedure was adopted so that the identifiable structures and their trends on
yT and centrality could be quantitatively compared to theories. v
2
2[2D], the
quadrupole (elliptic flow), is an evident feature in all particle combinations,
yT and centrality bins with the expected increase with pT and characteris-
tic centrality dependence. We measured v22[2D] for different combinations of
particle pairs. Here, v22[2D] is reported because (1) its fitting is stable (as
in non-identified particle correlations) and (2) v2 is of greatest interest in the
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heavy-ion communities. Also, available predictions in the literature are for
identified-nonidentified pairs, not for fully identified pairs.
Factorization is a necessary but not sufficient condition for the quadrupole
correlation to be due to independent, event-wise single particle distributions.
The factorization principle for all i, j particle types, v22,ij(pT i, pTj) = v2i(pT i)×
v2j(pTj), was tested for both similar and dissimilar particle pairs. The v2(pT )
for pi,K, p follow expectations and factorization seems to be valid. Similarly,
for dissimilar particle pairs as well factorization seems to be valid.
Many characteristic correlations structures for different identified par-
ticles are observed and the data provide analysis and theory comparisons op-













δα, is negligibly small because of the similarity in relative sibling to reference







































Since δα << 1, all terms in Equation 8.1 are negligible in comparison to the









One of the example of pre-factor for π−π+ correlations:
yT1 ∈ (1.0, 1.5) yT1 ∈ (1.5, 2.0) yT1 ∈ (2.0, 2.5) yT1 ∈ (2.5, 3.0) yT1 ∈ (3.0, 3.8)
yT2 ∈ (1.0, 1.5) 0.02572 0.02349 0.01495 0.005570 0.001334
yT2 ∈ (1.5, 2.0) 0.02391 0.02183 0.01390 0.005177 0.001240
yT2 ∈ (2.0, 2.5) 0.01532 0.01399 0.008912 0.003318 0.0007949
yT2 ∈ (2.5, 3.0) 0.005892 0.005380 0.003425 0.001275 0.0003055
yT2 ∈ (3.0, 3.8) 0.001407 0.001284 0.0008181 0.0003046 7.297e-05
Table 8.1 Pre-factor for π−π+ for centrality - 0− 5% .
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